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we first began looking at pointing devices and human performanc
1990 when the senior author, Sarah Douglas, was asked to evaluate
human performance of a rather novel device: a finger-controlled isom-
joystick placed under a key on the keyboard. Since 1990 we have 1
involved in the development and evaluation of other isometric joystic
foot-controlled mouse, a trackball, and a wearable computer with h
mounted display. We unabashedly believe that design and evaluatio
pointing devices should evolve from a broad spectrum of values w
place the human being at the center. These values include performance
ues such as pointing-time and errors, physical issues such as comfort
health, and contextual issues such as task usability and user acceptance
This book chronicles this six-year history of our relationship as tea

(Douglas) and student (Mithal), as we moved from more traditional es
ation using Fitts' law as the paradigm, to understanding the basic rese
literature on psychomotor behavior. During that process we became
foundly aware that many designers of pointing devices fail to unders
the constraints of human performance, and often do not even con
experimental evaluation critical to usability decisions before market
device. We also became aware of the fact that, contrary to popular bel
the human-computer interaction community, the problem of predic
pointing device gierformance has not been solved by F.tts' law. Simil
our expectations were biased by the cognitive revolut on of the pas
years with the belief pointing device research was 'lowdevel' and unir
esting.
In due consideration of our evolving process, we set the following g

for this book. Our first goal is to provide the reader with a basic b:
ground on human performance research with pointing devices. We o
the psychomotor research on pointing, the ergonomics literatute eval
ing specific pointing devices, and the work on developing perform.
models, such as GOMS, which predict pointing time. Where it is neces;
to provide an explanation of concepts.or terms, we have attempted te
so, for work in this area is cross-disciplinary, and incorporates both c
puter science and psychology. Our second goal is to demonstrate the v

of empirical and experimental methods with typical users in the evalua
and design of pointing devices. 1Ñhile we are aware of the difficultle
e irical study, requiring the investment of time, money, and expermp
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86 The Ergonomics ofComputer Pointing Device

5.1 Overview

A keyboard with an integrated isometric velocity-controlledjoystick located under
the 7 key, called a key joystick, was compared in learning and skilled human per-
formance with a standard mouse. To support a broad study of human perform-
ance using these two devices, data was collected via videotape, computer-gener-
ated data collection and questionnaire on performance time, errors, and subjective
experience during learning and practicing with the experimental devices. This pre-
sents a fairly comprehensive picture of the evolution of a learner into a competem
experienced user and allows us to compare human performance on the key joy.
stickwith a standard mouse.
Participants performed three tasks: pointing, dragging and devicelmode switch-

C ing between typing and pointing. The experimental procedure tested Fitts tasks in
a two-dimensional (i.e. motion in a plane) environment. Skilled key-joystick per-
formance was comparable to that reported in the literature for other isometric
velocity-control joysticks. The key joystick was significantly slower for pointing -
and dragging in both learning and skilled performance, and had more errors. For
practiced performance the pointing task time for the key joystick was approxi-
mately 58% slower than the mouse; the dragging task time was approximately 46%
slower. For the mode-switching task, the key joystick had a significantly faster
homing time, but it was not enough to compensate in overall task time for the
significantly longer pointing time and non-significant difference in typing time.
Both devices were shown to obey Fitts'law for pointing tasks. This result suggests
that Fitts' law does accurately describe motion of finger-operated, isometsk
velocity-controlled devices. Finally, a comparison of index-of-performance (IP)
ratios within the experimental literature places the finger-controlled isometrit
joystick at the same performance level as a hand-operated isometric joystick. This
leads to our theoretical conclusion that continuing to reduce mode-switching or
homing time will have little effect on the overall performance time of this device,
and that IP is still a better indicator of pointing device performance than mode-
switching time. In other words, in order to make this device faster, it is more
fruitful to concentrate on improving the pointing speed than on the mode.switch
ing speed.

Erdnating New Devicer A Case Study

backs in the use of mice from a very
described a homing time, which was tl

. from one input device to another. In i
mouse and was 360ms. (See Table 4.5
significant that Card, Moran and Ne
keystroke level model (Card et aL, 198.
pointing task incorporates a pointing
each). Note that the original empirical
second. Moving from the keyboard to
imately 40% of the total time it takes tt
In.general, we can think of a homin

time that encompasses the physical at
user to change from using one input d.
combination, therefore, there are twe
from the keyboard to the mouse, and
the keyboard.
The key joystick was designed to red

rates an isometric, rate-controlled joy:
keyboard. An isometric device is one
applied to it, so there is no discemib
joystick. Holding the T key down activ
cursor around the computer screen. R.
typing mode. A second drawback of the
it requires. It requires a surface to oper
approaches have addressed these issa
trackballs integrated into the keyboard.
that it eliminates the need for additic
situations where space is at a premium -
Althotigh the key joystick appears to

time through the reduction ofdevice-sv
that is a hypothesis which can, and a
should be given to accepting it since re
aency of the mouse as a poiriting devi.
Ib MacKenzie et at, 1991) and may

ese reasons our experiment uses the:
In addition, replication of the findings

periments develop confidence in resu
mgs concerning the key joystick.

. 5.2 Introduction

5.3 Previous Research
While numerous studies have shown the mouse to be a superior pointing devia
when compared to other devices such as trackbans and joysticks (Card et aL, 197 ile th
Epps, 1986; MacKenzie er al., 1991), the research literature has described drae Fitts' lavere is a broad range ofstudies e-

to pointing devices (see MacK
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Toolglass and Magic Lenses: The See-Through
Interface
Eric A. Bier, Maureen C. Stone, Ken Pier, William Buxton(l), Tony D. DeRose(2)
Xerox PARC, 3333 Coyote Hill Road, Palo Alto, CA 94304
(1) ofToronto, (2)University of Washington

Abstract
Toolglass(TM) widgets are new user interface tools that can appear, as though on a transparent sheet of glass, between
an application and a traditional cursor. They can be positioned with one hand while the other positions the cursor. The
widgets provide a rich and concise vocabulary for operating on application objects. These widgets may incorporate
visual filters, called Magic Lens(TM) filters, that modify the presentation of application objects to reveal hidden
information, to enhance data of interest, or to suppress distracting information. Together, these tools form a see-
through interface that offers many advantages over traditional controls. They provide a new style of interaction that
better exploits the user's everyday skills. They can reduce steps, cursor motion, and errors. Many widgets can be
provided in a user interface, by designers and by users, without requiring dedicated screen space. In addition, lenses
provide rich context-dependent feedback and the ability to view details and context simultaneously. Our widgets and
lenses can be combined to form operation and viewing macros, and can be used over multiple applications.

CR Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Methodology and Techniques-interaction
techniques; H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User Interfaces-interaction styles; I.3.3 [Computer
Graphics): Picture/Image Generation-viewing algorithms; L3.4 [Computer Graphics]: Graphics Utilities-graphics
editors
Yey Words: multi-hand, button, lens, viewing filter, control panel, menu, transparent, macro

1. Introduction
We introduce a new style of graphical user interface, called the see-through interface. The see-through interface
includes semi-transparent interactive tools, called Toolglass(TM) widgets, that are used in an application work area.
They appear on a virtual sheet of transparent glass, called a Toolglass sheet, between the aþplication and a traditional
cursor. These widgets may provide a customized view of the application underneath them, using viewing filters called
Magic Lens(TM) filters. Each lens is a screen region together with an operator, such as "magnification" or "render in
wireframe," performed on objects viewed in the region. The user positions a Toolglass sheet over desired objects and
then points through the widgets and lenses. These tools create spatial modes that can replace temporal modes in user
interface systems.

Two hands can be used to operate the see-through interface. The user can position the sheet with the non-dominant
hand, using a device such as a trackball or touchpad, at the same time as the dominant hand positions a cursor (e.g.,
with a mouse or stylus). Thus, the user can line up a widget, a cursor, and an application object in a single two-handed
gesture.

Published as: Eric A. Bier, Maureen C. Stone, Ken Pier,
William Buxton, and Tony D. DeRose. Toolglass and Magic
Lenses: The See Through Interface. Proceedings of Siggraph
93 (Anaheim, August), Computer Graphics Annual Conference
Series,ACM,1993,pages7380.

A set of simple widgets called click-through buttons is shown in figure 1. These buttons can be used to change the
color of objects below them. The user positions the widget in the vicinity and indicates precisely which object to color
by clicking through the button with the cursor over that object, as shown in figure l(b). The buttons in figure l(c)

http://www2.parc.com/istl/projects/MagicLenses/93Siggraph.html 7/25/2006
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change the outline colors of objects. In addition, these buttons include a filter that shows only outlines, suppressing
filled areas. This filter both reminds the user that these buttons do not affect filled areas and allows the user to change
the color of outlines that were obscured.

Figure 1. Click-through buttons. (a) Six wedge objects. (b) Clicking through a green fill-color button. (c) Clicking
through a cyan outline-color button.

Many widgets can be placed on a single sheet, as shown in figure 2. The user can switch from one co--d or viewing
mode to another simply by repositioning the sheet.

Figure 2. A sheet of widgets. Clockwise from upper left: color palette, shape palette, clipboard, grid, delete button, and
buttons that navigate to additional widgets.

Widgets and lenses can be composed by overlapping them, allowing a large number of specialized tools to be created
from a small basic set. Figure 3 shows an outline color palette over a magnifying lens, which makes it easy to point to
individual edges.

Figure 3. An outline color palette over a magnifying lens.

The see-through interface has been implemented in the Multi-Device Multi-User Multi-Editor (MMM) framework5 in
^¾e Cedar programming language and environment,24 running on the SunOS UNIX(TM)-compatible operating system

a Sun Microsystems SPARCstations and other computers. The Gargoyle graphics editor,20 as integrated into MMM,
serves as a complex application on which to test our interface. We use a standard mouse for the dominant hand and a
MicroSpeed FastTRAP(TM) trackball for the non-dominant hand. The trackball includes three buttons and a
thumbwheel, which can be used to supply additional parameters to the interface.

http://www2.parc.com/istl/projects/MagicLenses/93Siggraph.html 7/25/2006
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section describes related work. Section 3 describes some
examples of the tools we have developed. Section 4 discusses general techniques for using the see-through interface.
Section 5 discusses some advantages of this approach. Section 6 describes our implementation. Sections 7 and 8
oresent our conclusions and plans for future work.

Except for figures 12 and 16, all of the figures in this paper reflect current capabilities of our software.

2. Related Work

The components of the see-through interface combine work in four areas: simultaneous use of two hands, movable
tools, transparent tools, and viewing filters. In this section, we describe related work in these four areas.

Multi-Handed Interfaces

Several authors have studied interfaces that interpret continuous gestures of both hands. In Krueger's VIDEOPLACEs
system,15 the position and motion of both of a participant's hands, as seen by a video camera, determine the behavior
of a variety of on-screen objects, including animated creatures and B-spline curves. Buxton and Myers discovered that
users naturally overlap the use of both hands, when this is possible, and that, even when the two hands are used
sequentially, there is still a performance advantage over single-hand use.7,8

Other work characterizes the situations under which people successfully perform two-handed tasks. Guiard presents
evidence that people are well-adapted to tasks where the non-dominant hand coarsely positions a context and the
dominant hand performs detailed work in that context.4 Similarly, Kabbash presents evidence that a user's non-
dominant hand performs as well or better than the dominant hand on coarse positioning tasks.13

Our system takes full advantage of a user's two-handed skills; the non-dominant hand sets up a context by coarsely
ositioning the sheet, and the dominant hand acts in that context, pointing precisely at objects through the sheet.

Movable Tools

Menus that pop up at the cursor position are movable tools in the work area. However, such a menu's position is
determined by the cursor position before it appears, making it difficult to position it relative to application objects.

Several existing systems provide menus that can be positioned in the same work area as application objects. For
example, MacDraw "tear-off menus" allow a pull-down menu to be positioned in the work area and repositioned by
clicking and dragging its header.17 Unfortunately, moving these menus takes the cursor hand away from its task, and
they must be moved whenever the user needs to see or manipulate objects under them.

Toolglass sheets can be positioned relative to application objects and moved without tying up the cursor.

Transparent Tools

Some existing systems that allow menus to be positioned over the work area make these menus transparent. For
example, the Alto Markup systeml8 displays a menu of modes when a mouse button goes down. Each menu item is
drawn as an icon, with the space between icons transparent. Bartlett's transparent controls for interactive graphics use
stipple patterns to get the effect of transparency in X Windows.2

While these systems allow the user to continue to see the underlying application while a menu is in place, they don't
ilow the user to interact with the application through the menu and they don't use filters to modify the view of the
.pplication, as does our interface.

Viewing Filters

http://www2.parc.com/istl/projects/MagicLenses/93Siggraph.html 7/25/2006
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Many existing window systems provide a pixei magnifier. Our Magic Lens filters generalize the lens metaphor to many
representations other than pixels and to many operations other than magnification. Because they can access application-
specific data structures, our lenses are able to perform qualitatively different viewing operations, including showing
hidden mformation and showing information in a completely different format. Even when the operation is
aagnification, our lenses can produce results of superior quality, since they are not limited to processing data at screen

resolution.

The concept of using a filter to change the way information is visualized in a complex system has been introduced
before.25,l0,14 Recent image processing systems support compostition ofoverlapping filters.23 However, none of
these systems combine the filtered views with the metaphor of a movable viewing lens.

Other systems provide special-purpose lenses that provide more detailed views of state in complex diagrams. For
example, a fisheye lens can enhance the presentation of complicated graphs.2 I The bifocal display22 provides similar
functionallity for viewing a large space of documents. The MasPar Profiler3 uses a tool based on the magnifying lens
metaphor to generate more detail (including numerical data) from a graphical display of a program.

Magic Lens filters combine viewing filters with interaction and composition in a much broader way than do previous
systems. They are useful both as a component of the see-through interface and as a general-purpose visualization
paradigm, m which the lenses become an integral part of the model being viewed.

3. Examples

This section shows several tools that demonstrate features of the see-through interface. Because we have implemented
primarily in the graphical editing domain, most of these tools are tailored to that application. However, the see-through
mterface can be used in a wide variety of other application domains.

Shape and Property Palettes

Palettes are collections of objects or properties that can be added to a scene. Figure I showed two widgets that apply
color to shapes. Similar tools can be designed to apply other graphical properties, such as type and line styles to an
illustration, shading parameters to a 3D model, or initial values to a simulation. Figure 4 illustrates a widget containing
graphical shapes that can be "pushed through" from the tool into the illustration below. In figure 4(a), the user has
positioned a shape palette widget (shown in cyan) over an illustration (shown in magenta). When the user clicks on a
shape on the tool, a copy of that shape is added to the illustration. The widget attaches the copied shape to the cursor
for interactive dragging until the final shape position is achieved (figure 4(b)).

Figure 4. Shape palette. (a) Choosing a shape. (b) Placing the shape.

Figure 5 shows a design for a property palette for setting the face of text in a document. Each face (regular, bold, etc.)
has an active region on the right side of the tool. Selecting the text displayed in this region changes its face.

http://www2.parc.com/istl/projects/MagicLenses/93Siggraph.html 7/25/2006
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temporal modes and modes created
regular by holding down a keyboard key ith

italic prial modes. B--these spa ial
bold modes can be changed directly in the

bold itanc application work area, the - --- - - (nd
the user's attention can , ..win on the

Figure 5. Font face palette. The word "directly" is being selected and changed to bold face.

Clipboards

Clipboard widgets pick up shapes and properties from underlying objects, acting as visible instantiations of the copy
and paste keys common in many applications. Clipboards can pick up entire objects or specific properties such as color,
dash pattern or font. They can hold single or multiple copies of an object. The objects or properties captured on the
clipboard can be copied from the clipboard by clicking on them, as in the palette tools.

Figure 6 shows a symmetry clipboard that picks up the shape that the user clicks on (figure 6(a)) and produces all of the
rotations of that shape by multiples of 90 degrees (figure 6(b)). Moving the clipboard and clicking on it again, the user
drops a translated copy of the resulting symmetrical shape (figure 6(c)). Clicking the small square in the upper left
corner of the widget clears the widget so that new shapes can be clipped.

Figure 6. Symmetry clipboard. (a) Picking up an object. (b) Rotated copies appear. (c) The copies are moved and
pasted.

Figure 7 shows an example of a type of clipboard that we call a rubbing. It picks up the fill color of an object when the
user clicks on that object through the widget (figure 7(a)). The widget also picks up the shape of the object as a
reminder ofwhere the color came from (figure 7(b)). Many fill-color rubbings can be placed on a single sheet, allowing
the user to store several colors and remember where they came from. The stored color is applied to new shapes when
the user clicks on the applicator nib of the rubbing (figure 7(c)).

Figure 7. Fill-color rubbings. (a) Lifting a color. (b) Moving the clipboard. (c) Applying the color.

Besides implementing graphical cut and paste, clipboards provide a general mechanism for building customized
libraries of shapes and properties.

Previewing Lenses

In graphical editing, a lens can be used to modify the visual properties of any graphical object, to provide a preview of

http://www2.parc.com/istl/projects/MagicLenses/93Siggraph.html 7/25/2006
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what changing the property would look like. Properties include color, line thickness, dash patterns, typeface,
arrowheads and drop shadows. A previewing lens can also be used to see what an illustration would look like under
different circumstances; for example, showing a color illustration as it would be rendered on a black/white display or
on a particular printer. Figure 8 shows a Celtic knotwork viewed through two lenses, one that adds drop shadows and

ne that shows the picture in black and white. The achromatic lens reveals that the drop shadows may be difficult to
distinguish from the figure on a black/white display.

Figure 8. An achromatic lens over a drop shadow lens over a knotwork. (Knotwork by Andrew Glassner)

Previewing lenses can be parameterized. For example, the drop shadow lens has parameters to control the color and
displacement of the shadow. These parameters can be included as graphical controls on the sheet near the lens, attached
to input devices such as the thumbwheel, or set using other widgets.

Selection Tools

Selection is difficult in graphical editing when objects overlap or share a common edge. Our selection widgets address
is problem by modifying the view and the interpretation of input actions. For example, figure 9 shows a widget that

makes it easy to select a shape vertex even when it is obscured by other shapes. This tool contains a wire-frame lens
that reveals all vertices by making shape interiors transparent. Mouse events are modified to snap to the nearest vertex.

Figure 9. Vertex selection widget. (a) Shapes. (b) The widget is placed. (c) A selected vertex.

Figure 10. The local scaling lens. (Tiling by Doug Wyatt)

http://www2.parc.com/ist1/projects/MagicLenses/93Siggraph.html 7/25/2006
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Figure 10 shows a lens that shrinks each object around its own centroid. This lens makes it easy to select an edge that is
coincident with one or more other edges.

Grids

Figure 11 shows three widgets, each of which displays a different kind ofgrid. The leftmost two grids are rectangular .
with different spacings. The rightmost grid is hexagonal. Although each grid only appears when the lens is in place, the
coordinates of the grid are bound to the scene, so that grid points do not move when the sheet moves. By clicking on
the grid points and moving the widget, the user can draw precise shapes larger than the widget. If the sheet is moved by
the non-dominant hand, the user can quickly switch between the grids during an editing motion.

Figure l I. Three grid tools.

Visualization

Figure 12 illustrates the use of tools and lenses to measure Gaussian curvature in the context of a shaded rendering of a
3D model. The pseudo-color view indicates the sign and relative magnitude of the curvature,9 and the evaluation tool
displays the value at the point indicated.

Figure 12. Gaussian curvature pseudo-color lens with overlaid tool to read the numeric value of the curvature. (Original
images courtesy of Steve Mann)

4. Using the See-Through Interface
Widgets and lenses are most effective when supported by appropriate conventions specifying how to position, size,
organize, and customize them. This section discusses a few of these issues.

Moving and Sizing the Sheet.or the Application

A Toolglass sheet can be moved by clicking and dragging on its border with a mouse or by rolling the trackball. The
sheet and all its widgets can stretch and shrink as a unit when the user works a a second controller such as a
Sumbwheel. With these moving and sizing controls, the user can center a widget on any application object and size the
.idget to cover any screen region. Large widgets can be used to minimize sheet motion when applying a widget to

several objects. A widget that has been stretched to cover the entire work area effectively creates a command mode
over the entire application.

http://www2.parc.com/istllprojects/MagicLenses/93Siggraph.html 7/25/2006
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By clicking a button on the trackball, the user can disconnect the trackball from the sheet and enable its use for
scrolling and zooming a selected application area. If a sheet is over this application, the user can now move an
application object to a widget instead of moving a widget to an object. This is a convenient way to use the see-through
interface on illustrations that are too large to fit on the screen.

Managing Sheets

A typical application will have a large number of widgets in its interface. To avoid clutter, we need a way to organize
these widgets and sheets. One approach is to put all of the widgets on a single sheet that can be navigated by scrolling
and zooming. Perlin and Fox's paper in these proceedings l9 describes techniques for creating and navigating unlimited
structures on a single sheet. A second approach is to have a master sheet that generates other sheets. Each of these
sheets could generate more sheets, like hierarchical menus. A third technique, used in our prototype, is to allow a single
sheet to show different sets ofwidgets at different times. The set to display can be selected in several ways: the user
can click a special widget in the set, like the arrows in HyperCard,(TM)ll that jumps to another set. In addition, a
master view provides a table of contents of the available sets allowing the user to jump to any one. To use different sets
simultaneously, the user creates additional sheets.

Customizing Sheets

Because sheets can contain an unlimited number of widgets, they provide a valuable new substrate on which users can
create their own customized widgets and widget sets. In effect, the sheets can provide a user interface editor, allowing
users to move and copy existing widgets, compose macros by overlapping widgets, and snap widgets together in new
configurations. Indeed, with the techniques described in this paper, one Toolglass sheet could even be used to edit
another.

5. Advantages of See-Through Tools
In this section, we describe some advantages we see for using the see-through interface. Most of these advantages result
from placing tools on overlapping layers and from the graphical nature of the interface.

In most applications, a control panel competes for screen space with the work area of the application. Toolglass sheets
exist on a layer above the work area. With proper management of the sheets, they can provide an unlimited space for
tools. The widgets in use can take up the entire work area. Then, they can be scrolled entirely off the screen to provide
an unobstructed view of the application or space for a different set ofwidgets.

The see-through user interface can be used on tiny displays, such as notebook computers or personal digital assistants,
that have little screen real estate for fixed-position control panels. It can also be used on wall-sized displays, where a
fixed control panel might be physically out of reach from some screen positions. These tools can move with the user to
stay close at hand.

A user interface layer over the desktop provides a natural place to locate application-independent tools, such as a
clipboard that can copy material from one window to another.

These widgets can combine multiple task steps into a single step. For example, the vertex selection widget of figure 9
allows the user to turn on a viewing mode (wire-frame), turn on a co----------d mode (selection), and point to an object in
a single two-handed gesture.

Most user interfaces have temporal modes that can cause the same action to have different effects at different times.
With our interface, modes are defined spatially by placing a widget and the cursor over the object to be operated on.

hus, the user can easily see what the current mode is (e.g., by the label on the widget) and how to get out of it (e.g.,
move the cursor out of the widget). In addition, each widget can provide customized feedback for its operation. For
example, a widget that edits text in an illustration can include a lens that filters out all the objects except text. When
several widgets are visible at once, the feedback in each one serves a dual role. It helps the user make proper use of the
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widget and it helps the user choose the correct widget.

The visual nature of the see-through interface also allows users to construct personalized collections of widgets as
described above.

6. Implementation
This section provides an overview of our implementation of the see-through interface.

Toolglass Sheets

We describe three Toolglass subsystems: one that handles simultaneous input from two pointing devices and updates
the screen after multiple simultaneous changes, one that modifies pointing events as they pass through widgets, and one
that modifies graphical output as it passes up through each widget.

Multi-Device Input and Screen Refresh

Our Toolglass software uses the MMM framework.5 The see-through interface relies on the following features of
MMM.

MMM takes events from multiple input devices, such as the mouse and trackball, keeps track of which device produced
which event, and places all events on a single queue. It dequeues each event in order and determines to which
application that event should be delivered. MMM applications are arranged in a hierarchy that indicates how they are
nested on the screen. Each event is passed to the root application, which may pass the event on to one of its child
applications, which may in turn pass the event on down the tree. Mouse events are generally delivered to the most
deeply nested application whose screen region contains the mouse coordinates. However, when the user is dragging or
abberbanding an object in a particular application, all mouse coordinates go to that application until the dragging or

rubberbanding is completed. Keyboard events go to the currently selected application.

To support Toolglass sheets, MMM's rules for handling trackball input were modified. When a sheet is movable,
trackball and thumbwheel events go to the top-level application, which interprets them as commands to move or resize
the sheet, respectively. When the sheet is not movable, the trackball and thumbwheel events are delivered to the
selected application, which interprets them as commands to scroll or zoom that application.

Filtering Input Through Lenses and Widgets

Root Application

Text Editor
Sheet

Graphical Editor

Figure 13. A simple hierarchy of applications

Ordinarily, MM input events move strictly from the root application towards the leaf applications. However, to
support the see-through interface, input events must be passed back up this tree. For example, figure 13(b) shows an
application hierarchy. The left-to-right order at the lower level of this tree indicates the top-to-bottom order of

splications on the screen. Input events are first delivered to the Toolglass sheet to determine if the user is interacting
with a widget or lens. If so, the event is modified by the sheet. In any case, the event is returned to the root application,
which either accepts the event itself or passes it on to the child applications that appear farther to the right in the tree.
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The data structure that represents an MMM event is modified in three ways to support Toolglass sheets. First, an event
is annotated with a representation of the parts of the application tree it has already visited. In figure 13, this prevents the
root application from delivering the event to the sheet more than once. Second, an event is tagged with a command
string to be interpreted when it reaches its final application. For example, a color palette click-through button annotates
ach mouse-click event with the command name "FillColor" followed by a color. Finally, if the widget contains a lens,

the mouse coordinates of an event may be modified so the event will be correctly directed to the object that appears
under the cursor through that lens.

Figure 14. Composing color-changing widgets.

Widgets can be composed by overlapping them. When a stack of overlapped widgets receives input (e.g., a mouse
click), the input event is passed top-to-bottom through the widgets. Each widget in turn modifies the command string
that has been assembled so far. For example, a widget might concatenate an additional command onto the current
command string. In figure 14, a widget that changes fill colors (figure 14(a)) is composed with a widget that changes
line colors (figure 14(b)) to form a widget that changes both fill and line colors (figure 14(c)). If the line color widget is
on top, then the command string would be "LineColor blue" after passing through this widget, and "LineColor blue;
FillColor cyan" after both widgets.

Filtering Output Through Lenses and Widgets

Ordinarily, MMM output is composed from the leaf applications up. To support lenses, the normal screen refresh
composition has been extended to allow information to flow down and across the tree as well as up. For example, if the
widgets in figure 13 contain one or more lenses, and if any of those lenses is situated over the graphical editor, each
ens must examine the contents of the graphical editor (which is the lens's sibling in the hierarchy) in order to draw
eself.

In addition, to improve performance, MMM applications compute the rectangular bounding box of the regions that
have recently changed, and propagate this box to the root application, which determines which screen pixels will need
to be updated. Generally, this bounding box is passed up the tree, transformed along the way by the coordinate
transformation between each application and the next one up the tree. However, lenses can modify the set of pixels that
an operation affects. A magnifying lens, for example, generally increases the number of pixels affected. As a result, the
bounding box must be passed to all lenses that affect it to determine the final bounding box.

Magic Lens Filters

A Magic Lens filter modifies the image displayed on a region of the screen, called the viewing region, by applying a
viewingfilter to objects in a model. The input region for the lens is defined by the viewmg region and the viewing
filter. It may be the same size as the viewing region, or different, as in the magnification lens. For a 3D model, the input
region is a cone-shaped volume defined by the eye point and the viewing region. Input regions can be used to cull away
all model objects except those needed to produce the lens image. Our current implementations do not perform this
culling; as described below, there are advantages to lenses that operate on the entire model.

When several lenses are composed, the effect is as though the model were passed sequentially through the stack of
lenses from bottom to top, with each lens operating on the model in turn. In addition, when one Iens has other lenses
below it, it may modify bow the boundaries of these other lenses are mapped onto the screen within its own boundary.
The input region of a group of lenses taken as a whole can be computed by applying the inverses of the viewing filters
to the lens boundaries themselves.

Our lenses depend on the implementation of Toolglass sheets to manage the size, shape and motion of their viewing
regions. This section describes two strategies we have tried for implementing viewing filters: a procedural method that
we call recursive ambush, and a declarative method that we call model-in model-out. We also describe a third method
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that promises to be convenient when applicable, called reparameterize-and-clip. Finally, we discuss issues that arise in
the presence of multiple model types.

Recursive Ambush

In the recursive ambush method, the original model is described procedurally as a set of calls in a graphics language
such as Interpress(TM)l2 or PostScript.(R)l The lens is a new interpreter for the graphics language, with a different
implementation for each graphics primitive. In most cases, the implementation of a given graphics primitive first
performs some actions that carry out the modifying effect of the lens and then calls the previous implementation of the
prunitive. For example, a lens that modifies a picture such that all of its lines are drawn in red would modify the
"DrawLine" primitive to set the color to red and then call the original "DrawLine" primitive.

When lenses are composed, the previous implementation may not be the original graphics language primitive, but
another lens primitive that performs yet another modification, making composition recursive.

Recursive ambush lenses appear to have important advantages. Because they work at the graphics language level, they
work across many applications. Because they work procedurally, they need not allocate storage. However, the other
methods can also work at the graphics language level. In addition, recursive ambush lenses have three major
disadvantages. First, making a new lens usually requires modifying many graphics language primitives. Second,
debugging several composed lenses is difficult because the effects of several cooperating interpreters are hard to
understand. Finally, performance deteriorates rapidly as Ienses are composed because the result of each lens is
computed many times; the number of computations doubles with the addition of each lens that overlaps all of the
others.

Model-In Model-Out

In the model-in model-out (MIMO) method, we make a copy of the original model as the first step. This model might
e the data structure of an editor, a representation of graphics language calls, an array ofpixels or some other picture

representation. The implementation walks through this data structure and modifies it in accordance with the desired
behavior of the lens. When composed with other lenses, a MIMO lens takes each model that is produced by each lens
under it, produces a modified version of that model, and associates it with the clipping region formed by intersecting its
clipping region with that of the lens underneath. The resulting models are passed on to lenses above.

Although MIMO lenses must allocate storage, this investment pays off in several ways. First, during the rendering of a
single image, each lens computes its output models only once, and then saves them for use by any lenses that are over
it. In addition, if the computed model is based on the entire original model, then redrawing the picture after a lens
moves is just a matter of changing clipping regions; no new model filtering is needed. In this case, each lens maintains
a table of the models it has produced. The table is indexed by the models it has received as input and when they were
last modified. The action of such a lens often consists of a single table lookup.

MIMO lenses have many other advantages. Given routines to copy and visit parts of the model, the incremental effort
to write a MIMO lens is small. Many ofour lenses for graphical editor data structures were written in under 20 minutes
and consist of under 20 lines of code. Debugging composed lenses is easy because the intermediate steps can easily be
viewed. Finally, MIMO lenses can perform a large class of filtering functions because they can access the input model
m any order. In particular, they can compute their output using graphical search and replace,16 as shown in figure 15
where each line segment is replaced by multiple line segments to create a "snowflake" pattern.

(a) (b)

Figure 15. The snowflake lens. (a) Two triangles. (b) Snowflake lens over part of the scene.
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An important variation of MIMO is to allow the output model to differ in type from the input model. For example, a
lens might take a graphics language as input and produce pixels as output. In this case, the lens walks the original
model, rather than copying it, and allocates data structures of the new model type.

eparameterize and Clip

If the original image is being produced on the screen by a renderer with variable parameters, it is easy to implement
lenses that show the effects of varying those parameters. To function, the lens modifies a renderer parameter and asks
the renderer to redraw the model clipped to the boundary shape of the lens. For example, a lens showing the wireframe
version of a 3D shaded model can be implemented this way.

Several reparameterize-and-clip lenses can be composed if the parameter changes made by these lenses are compatible.
In the region of overlap, the renderer re-renders the original model after each of the overlapping lenses has made its
changes to-the renderer parameters. The flow of control and performance of a stack of these lenses is like that of MIMO

lenses; a new output is computed for each input region received from lenses underneath. These lenses differ from
MIMO in that each output is computed from the original model, and each output is always a rendering.

Multiple Model Types

In our discussion above, lenses are used to view a single type of model, such as a graphical editor data structure or a
graphical language. In practice, multiple model types are often present, for two reasons. First, a lens can overlap
multiple applications at the same time, where the applications have different model types, as shown above in figure 13.
Second, a lens may overlap both an application and a lens, where the lens output and application model are of different
types. For example, in figure 16, the wireframe lens converts from a 3D model to a 2D line drawing. The magnifier
lens, which operates on 2D drawings,.overlaps both the original image and the output of the wireframe lens. Rich
illustrations can be produced by permitting lenses to overlap multiple model types in this way.

upporting multiple model types requires type conversion and type tolerance. When a lens that expects one type of
model as input is moved over a model of a different type, the system may automatically convert the model to be of the
type required; this is type conversion. For example, all of our applications produce Interpress graphics language calls as
part of drawing themselves on the screen. When a lens that takes Interpress as input is positioned over one of these
applications, that application converts its model to Interpress on demand for that lens.

Figure 16. A bridge made of shaded, 3D blocks showing a 3D wireframe lens and a 2D magnifier.

Alternatively, when presented with a model it does not understand, a lens can simply pass that model through
unchanged; this is type tolerance. For example, a lens that operates only on a graphics editor's data structures will only
modify the image in the part of that lens's boundary that overlaps the graphics editor; other regions are unchanged.

Composing Widgets and Lenses

When a widget and a lens are composed, their functions combine. For example, consider a click-through button on top
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of a magnifying lens. Mouse events pass through the button, are annotated with a command, and then pass through the
lens, which applies the inverse of its transformation to the mouse coordinates. During screen refresh, the widget adds
its appearance to the output of the lens. If the lens is on top of the widget, input events are first transformed by the lens
and then tested to see if they fall within the button or not; during refresh, the widget adds its appearance to the model,

. hich is then acted on by the lens. A widget and lens can be very tightly coupled. For example, an editing tool could
include a lens that displayed control points or editing handles implemented as widgets.

Performance

Our sheets and lenses are already fast enough to be useful on current hardware, but need to be faster for smooth motion.
For example, using our prototype on a SPARCstation 10, we measured the time it takes to redraw the screen after
moving a wireframe lens of size 70 by 70 pixels over the Penrose tiling of figure 10, containing 117 filled and outlined
shapes. For the MIMO implementation of the lens, once it has cached its output scene, it takes an average of 300
milliseconds to repaint the scene, of which 120 milliseconds are spent drawing the lens interior. The same lens
implemented using --ive ambush takes %15 longer to redraw the lens interior, which we attribute to the procedure
call overhead of the recursive approach. Computing the filtered scene for the MIMO lens takes an average of 480
milliseconds for this example. This computation is performed whenever the illustration under the lens is changed or
lens parameters are modified.

Ma ic T ense

Figure 17. The Magic Lenses logo.

7. Conclusions

We have described a new style of user interface, the see-through interface, based on Toolglass widgets and Magic Lens
filters. The see-through interface offers a new design space for user interfaces based on spatial rather than temporal
modes and provides a natural medium for two-handed interaction. Because the interface is movable and overlays the
application area, it takes no permanent screen space and can be conveniently adapted to a wide range of display sizes.
Because the overlaid tools are selected and brought to the work area simply by moving the Toolglass sheet, the user's
attention can remain focused on the work area. Because the operations and views are spatially defined, the user can
work without changing the global context.

The see-through interface provides a new paradigm to support open software architecture. Because Toolglass sheets
can be moved from one application to another, rather than being tied to a single application window, they provide an
interface to the common functionality of several applications and may encourage more applications to provide common
functionality. Similarly, Magic Lens filters that take standard graphics languages as input work over many applications.

In addition to their role in user interfaces, Magic Lens filters provide a new medium for computer graphics artists and a
new tool for scientific visualization. When integrated into drawing tools, these filters will enable a new set of effects
and will speed the production of traditional effects. Figure 17 shows a magnifying lens and a wireframe lens used to
produce our Magic Lenses logo.

Integrated into scientific visualization tools, these filters can enhance understanding by providing filtered views of local
regions of the data while leaving the rest of the view unchanged to provide context, as was shown in the visualization

cample in figure 12.

We hope the see-through interface will prove to be valuable in a wide variety ofapplications. While the examples in
this paper stress applications in graphical editing, these tools can potentially be used in any screen-based application,
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including spreadsheets, text editors, multi-media editors, paint programs, solid modelers, circuit editors, scientific
visualizers, or meeting support tools. Consider that most applications have some hidden state, such as the equations in a
spreadsheet, the grouping of objects in a graphical editor, or the position of water pipes in an architectural model. A
collection of widgets and lenses can be provided to view and edit this hidden state in a way that takes up no permanent

.reen space and requires no memorization of commands.

We believe that the see-through interface will increase productivity by reducing task steps and learning time, providing
good graphical feedback, and allowing users to construct their own control panels and spatial modes.

8. Plans for Future Work
The see-through interface is a framework that can be used to create many new tools in many application domains.
Exploring the current space of possibilities will take many people many years. Furthermore, this design space will be
enlarged by future software and hardware. We will carry out some of this exploration ourselves, creating new widgets
in different application domains, working out taxonomies for the tools we discover, designing new conventions for
composing, editing, navigating, organizing and triggering these tools, combining them with existing user interface
techniques, and testing them on users performing real work.

We are building two Toolglass widget toolkits. The first is a traditional toolkit in which widgets are created through
object-oriented programming. The second toolkit is based on our EmbeddedButtons project;6 here, users draw new
widgets and collections ofwidgets using a graphical editor and then apply behavior to these graphical forms, where the
behavior is expressed in a user customization language.

We are designing new algorithms to increase the speed of these tools. It is clear that Magic Lens filters and, to a lesser
extent, Toolglass widgets provide a new way to consume the graphics power of modern computers.

"inally, we are working to better understand how to model and implement general composition of widgets and lenses,
-specially those that work with multiple model and applications types.
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Repetitive motion disorders of the upper extremities are the primarv cause of lost
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the job parameters can be set su that une can achieve not only a decrease m
repetitive motion disorders but also an increase in productivity.The application of
the procedures to an actual manufacturing job requiring high-repetitive. high·

force hand motions is discussed in detail.

INTRODUCTION

Repetitive motion disorders of the upper
extremities such as carpal tunnel syndrome.
De0uervain°s disease, renosynovitis of finger
flexor and extensor tendons. epicondylitis-
eanglionic cysts, and neuritis are a major
cause of lost days in industries requiring ex-
tensive hand and wrist movemems (Arm-
wrong. 1986). Estimates of the percentage of
workers afflicted with such disorders have
been as high as ISS (Armstrong. Radwin.
Hansen. and Kennedv. 1986). lucidence rates

in industries requiring repetitive motions
have ranged from as low as 4.6 cases per 200
000 work houts in one area of a telecommu-
nication s manufacturing facility (McKenzie.
Storment..Van Hook, and Armsuong. 1985)
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to as high as 129.6 cases per 200 000 work
hours in one division of a poultrv pocessing
plant (Armstrong. FoulkeJoseph, and Gold-
stein. 1982).

Causes

A number of causes of repetitive motion
disorders have been identified. These include

posture (e.g.. position of the wrist), concen-
trations of mechanical stress in the region of
the palm. vibration. cold, and gloves (e.g., see
Armstrong et al.. 198c: Silverstein. fine, and

Armstrone. 19861. Mure recent epidemioingi-
cal studies have documented the importance

of two additional factors: rate of repetition

and force of tendon contractiun. For example.

Silverstein. Fine. and Armstrong (1987) re-
ported that carpal tunnel syndrome is 15
times more likely to appear among workers
in iobs n•quiring high·repetitive, high-force
hand motions than it is tu appear among
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re at ve a ob equiri orlow-fa e. low- tendons are repeatedly loaded (for exan

str ad oh h nd n

eur of thne s a d e indd or lation between strequaat n governing the

affected tissue. Perhaps most is known about Remedies

(e.g.. Chu and Blatz. 1972) t mcreases) m productivity because such
Much the same explanation may apply to immodifications are relatively easy and quick tu

other repetitive motion disorders in which Attempts to modify the rate-rëst profdc
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rnay h ie t a t i e or adis ma fauf t e a tvpical constraint in many

in re s Ive ene a . deThe primarv objective of this article is the

Clearly, rtPetitive motion disorders can be to ideopmem of a procedure that can be used

creased and several relatively I is in more rest breaks in addition to those alreadv
breaks are replaced bv mans relatino g rest in place.3 hur examPle.suppose that currentiv

e aa renp t case mis i Poss le re tb ak. Te -ded re i h i i at i

increasingproductivity.Althoughth rePetitive morson disorders could be de-
tion has recently been made that vise sugg creased and productivity increased by intro-
'U°."n="'°*","U°::'"';$; ':d c :Lbreaks ever hoCaDn i

repetitive motion disorders and productivity The follow d
mstrong et al.. 1987). no formal atte is jou ing iscussion is divided imo

.4 characterite this influence har b me r major sections. First. the characteristics
dertaken. e een un of the rePetitive jobs considered in this article

The notion that the rate-rest rofil are discussed.h is shown that some of these ,
fluence poductivity-and, in rticelcan ihn characteristres are related to the level of
notion that the scheduling of ork ar. tde trauma experienced on the job. Second. a
and rest breaks can affect the level peri s. simple method is described that can be used
Put--has been pursued by a number of inves- botchomh dfor any given rate-rest profile,
tigators (Barnes. 1968; Gilbert 1968: Gilbreth du de pro uctivity (number of goods pro-
and Gilbreth. 1953; Johnson and Ogih ce on a given job) and the likelihood of
1972; Lee. 1974: McFarland. 1971: St ' ie. rePetitive motion disorders. Third, an actual

tee as nr 19r I n e o d ¡r s
problem which could be used I is existing job. it is relú·
productivity (Bechtold. Janaro, amaximize tively easy to identify a rate-rest profile that
ners, 1984; Janaro and Bechtold. 1985).u nereaseshprodudctivity and (in principle) de-
formal characterization assumes that the rd e inci ce of repetitive motion dis-
work rate decreases linearly with the length tiene Finally, an analytic procedure for
f the work period and increases linearly with scribed.ing te optimal rate-rest profile is de-

nereases in the duration of the rest period.

owever. the formal model does not apply . JOBS AND TRAUMA

a s m nai en a e nie an In order to identify the optimal rate-rest
urthermore. the model does not aPPly when more detail thrtecessary first to describe in .

he work rate must remain constam for some wt of repetitive jarbas e co
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addition, it is necessarv to make explicit the
relation between the characteristics of a
given job and the level of trauma.

The Job

To begin. consider the overall characteris-
tics of the job. First, assume that a job of
length t consists of p a 1 ideniical work peri-
ods and rest breaks (Figure la), where p is an

integer. A profile associated with such a job
will be called a regular profile (to distinguish
it from a profile associated with a job that
does not consist of an identical. integer num.
ber of work periods and rest breaks). Second.

assume that each work period consists of c a
l identical work cvcles, where c is an integer.

Next, consider the characteristics of a work
cycle. First. assume that each work cycle ¡s
composed of olie stress interval of lengthy

a) Job Components

work period rest break

cycle 1 cyc e 2 rest bred

stress . recovery stress recovery rest brea

b) Load

20 kgf

15 kgf

10 kgf

3 kgf .

c) Cumulative Trauma

% Strain

6

4 . G

2 O

0 8

Figure i. fat The components of a job tehere the nwnber c of avik crcles is ¢qual to tuo. Ib) The seg
applied on the job during the work crcle suess and recoverv inervals and rest break. Ic; The lesel ofunum.
ergrienced at the end of the uvrk crde stress and recotev interrels and rest break.
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>0,where a is the minimum duration of a
stress intenal, and one recoverv interval of
Lagth y a 4 > 0. where p is the minimal
time that must intervene between each work .
«vele stress interval (Figure la). Second, as-
sume that in the stress interval the stress is
increased by amount 6, to some new level and
held constant at that level (this is referred to
as a step stress). Third. assume that in the re-
covery interval, the stress is decreased by
amount 8, to some new levet and held con-
stant at that level. Finally. assume that the
stress interval output & (i.e.. the number of
goods pruduwd in one work cycle stress in-
terval) remains constant throughout the work
period. Becaux stress can take any of a num-
ber of forms. the actual units of stress will
vary with the application. As noted. in many
jobs tissues are stressed because they are sub.
jected either o repeated stretching (in which
case the relevant unit is load or force) or to

repeated and direct -mechanical insult (in
which case the rekvant unit is pressure).

Finally, consider the characteristics of the
rest break. First, assume that each rest break
consists of exactlyone cycle.a break of length

,a yO¯«hereçis the minimal time that
must be set aside for a single rest break. Sec-
ond, assume that in the rest break the load is
decreased by amount ab. Set ß equal to the
total time that is spent in rest breaks-that is.
O = prb-and set ß equal to the minimal total
time that must be spent in rest breaks (note
that Š need not necessarily equal prs).

A tvpical stress cycle is displayed in Figme
Ib, in which we equate stress with load. The
increase ô, in load at each work cycle stress
interval is set equal to 10 kg force (kgf). and
the decrease 6, in load at each work cycle re-
covery imerval is set equal to 5 kgf. The de-
crease 8b in load in the rest break is equal to
10 kgf. exactly that needed at the end of the
Work period to reduce cumulative trauma.
10 tero.

Trauma

When tissue is stressed, it leads to trauma.
the exact nature of which dependson the spe-
cific type of stress and the particular tissue .
involved: We wam to introduce some generic
trauma functions. At the same time we will
show how these functions are realized for spe-
cific stresses and specific tissues.

To begin. set (,(8,, ) equal to the increase
in trauma during the work evele stress inter-
val. We assume that the stress interval
trauma is a monotonically increasing func-
tien of the step stress 6, applied throughout
the interval and the duration of the inter-
val. For example, if one equates trauma with
viscous strain produced by repeated loading
on tendons. then Goldstein (1981) shows that
the work cvele stress imersal trauma func-
tion has the form,

f,(6,.L) = 0.059% " ·"'' 'A. (1)

The units of stress (i.e.. of 6,) are now kilo·
grams of force. Note that the function
behaves as desired--that is, as either the du-
ration of the stress interval or the load in-
creases.so does the trauma.(It is assumed for
the sake of convësiiënce that thistrain is pro-
duced by a male worker extending the second
digit in the neutral position; other positions,
digits, or sex would require a slight modifi-
cation to the constants in Equation I [see
Goldstein. 1981].)

Next, set Oh,, p) equal to the decrease in
trauma during the work cycle recoverv inter-
val. We assume that the recovery interval
trauma is a monotonically increasing func-
tion ofô, and p. Again.for the specific case in
which one equates trauma with viscous
strain, Goldstein has indicated the form that
the trauma function should take:

Qô,, 4) = 0.001 e¯"*' " *"* ' "'

Note that, as.required, the decrease in
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trauma (in this case. strain) grows larger
with both incmases in the duration of the re-
covery interval and increases in the reduction

in load.
Finally, sei (,(6,. Es. x,, to) equal to the de-

. crease in trauma in the rest break. As with the
decrease in the recoverv interval, we assume

from one work cycle to the next-that is, f,(6,.
1,) - (,(6,. t,) « 0-then the increase will
equal zero. Otherwise the increase will equal
i times the difference between the increase in
trauma in the stress interval and the decrease
in trauma in the recovery interval. More for
mally, for i a 0 and i a i,

that the decrease in the rest break trauma is a
monotonically increasing function of 6,. 4.7,.
and vs. In the special case in which the ten-
dons are repeatedly stretched and the load is
decreased to zero in the recoverv interval

(i.e.. 6, = 6,). we can use Goldstein (1981) to
obtain the rest break trauma function:

b(Or• Š•Ir• Ib "

0.001 e~"*°°**°*""
- f,(ô,. x,), (3)

The decrease Sb in load in the rest break does
not appear on the right-hand sideof Equation
3 because we assume that the load has al·
readv been reduced to zero during the last
recoverv interval.

The most important index in the current
context, cumulmire trauma, is derived from

changes in trauma. Specifically. define fs(i)
as the cumulative trauma at the end of rest
break jand set it equal toi times the increase
in cumulative trauma over each of the pre-
ceding work periods. This increase will equal
the maximum of two quantities.0.or the net
increment in the cumulative trauma over one

r,(i, j) = re(i - I) + max{0, iV,(8,, 7,)
- (,(6,. Y,)R. . (5

Note that f,(0, j). the cumulative trauma a
the beginning of work cvcle j, is simply equa
to fb(i - 1), the cumulative trauma at the ene
of rest break j - 1.

Anexample of the relation between loadin
cycle, changes in trauma, and cumulativ
trauma is displayed in Figure ic, where fe
purposes of this example cumulative traum
is expressed as percentage st-min. Note the
the increase (,(6,, y,) in trauma in the first an
second work cycle stress intervals is equal r
4%. The decrease f,tô,, 1,) in trauma in th
first and second work cycle recoverv interva

is equal to 294, and the decreme [b r b• I
Ts) in trauma in the rest break is equal to 49
Cumulative trauma at the end of the fir
work cycle recoverv interval is 29ethat i
f,(1,1) = 2-and increases to 49o at the end -
the second work cycle recovery interval-
f,(2,1) = 4. Cumulative trauma at the end
the rest break has returned to 0:fy(1) = 0.

work period and rest break. More formally,
for j > 0,

. Define f,(i.¡) as the cumulative trauma at the
end of the recoverv interval of cycle i in work
period j, and set it equal to the sum of the
cumulative trauma Ob (j - Il at the end of
rest break j - 1 plus the increase in trauma
over i cycles of work period j. This increase
will be equal to one of two quantities. Specif.
ically, if there is no net change in trauma

Cumulative trauma is an important qua
tity to know because there is a level of ti
trauma. called critical cumulative traum
above which it is hypothesized that dama
to tissue occurs (Goldstein, 1981). We will•
a equal to the critical level of the cumulati

trauma. Note that a will presumably be
function.of the tvpe of stress applied and t
tissue to which it is applied. However.we a
not subscript a to indicate which of the p.
ticular applications we have in mind. The a
plication will be made clear by the surrour
ing material.
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tate-Rest Profile

In the foregoing paragraphs we have de-
ined a total of 15 parameters; 4 are associ-
sted with each stress imerval (L. 4. 6,. k). 3
are associated with cach recoverv interval (1,.

. 8,). and 3 are associated with each rest

areak tys, ts. 6,). In addition. there are a total
af 5 general parameters N. p. c. a, ß). We will
lefine a rate-rest profile as an ordered list u
onsisting first of the 5 general paramciers
and next of the three lists of stress interval.

rest imerval. and rest break parameters.

PRODUCTIVITY AND REPETITIVE
MOTION DISORDERS '

We have defined formally a rate-rest profile
and made clear the relation between a given
rate·rest profile and the level of trauma
(Equations 4 and M. h is now a straightfor-
ward matter to compute the productivity of
any given profile. It is an equally straightfor-
ward matter to determine for any given pro-

whether cumulative trauma rises above
me critical cumulative trauma at any point

in the job.

Productivity

To begin, consider the productivity or
work. Assume that production continues
through to the end of the job. Then the pm-
ductivity W(w) for a regular rate-rest profilee
can easily be computed:

W(w) = pcg. (6)

For example. suppose that a job consists of
100 «drk periods (p = 100) and 50 work cy-
cles in each work period (< = 50). sulipose
also that 2 goods are produced in each work
cvcle (A = 2). Then the productivity for the
job is 100 x 50 × 2 = 10 000 units.

Repetitive Afotion Disorders

We are imerested in idemifving those rate-

rest profiles that improve productivity and at

the same time minimize repetitive motion
disorders. No constraints were placed on the

rate-rest profiles in Equation 6. Thus, al.
though Equation 6 could be used to compute
the productivity of any regular ptofile. the
profile might well be one that greatly in·
creased repetitive motion disorders. At this
point, therefore, it needs to be deteratined
whether a given profile will in theorv mini-
mize repetitive motion disorders. This deter-
mination will depend on whether or not the
level of the critical cumulative trauma is
known In the following paragraphs it is as-
sumed that this level is known or can be es-

timated. Later it will be shown what can be
done when the level of the critical cumulatire
trauma is not known.

Assume that the level of the critical cumu-
lative trauma is known. Given the character-
istics of the repetitive jobs described earlier.

it canbe shown that for such jobs.cumulative
trauma av all points in work cycle i, i +
1,.... c(i a I) of work period j will remain
above the critical cumulative trauma a if cu-
mulative trauma f,(i - 1. j) at ihe end of the
i - 1* work cycle recoverv interval is greater
than a. Thus it is tlie cuinulative trauma at
the end of each work cvcie recovery interval
that will be of particulir importance in de-
signing a model that minimites repetitive
motion disorders while maximiting work.

Specifically, a profile will minimize repet-
itive motion disorders (i.e., it will theoreti-

calls reduce to zero such disorders) if cumu·
lative trauma at the end of each work cycle
recoverv interval is no greater than the criti-
cal cumulative trauma. This will be true if
the maximum level to which cumulative
trauma rises at the end of each work cvcle
recoverv interval is no greater than the criti-
cal cumulative trauma. Given the types of
jobs considered and the monotonicity of the
trauma functions, the maximum cumulative
trauma g(w) for a given profile e can be com·
puted as follows:
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¯ g(ol=Ob(ÿ-II IR3XÛ,C ,7

- //6,.7,)]}. (7)

For example, suppose that p = 100 and c =
50. Suppose also that ((6,, 7,) = 2!50.//8,. Y )
= 1.9/50, and (s(6,. 4. x,, Tb

- using Equation 4, we obtain fb
f (99) = 0. (Jsing Equation 7. we obtain g(m)
= 0 + max(0, 50(2 - 1.9)/50} = 0.1. Thus if
g(wl = 0.1 < a. there should in theory be no
incidents of repetitive motion disorders.

- APPLICATION

We have now identified how to compute
productivity and how todetermine whether a
given profile will lead to repetitive motion
disorders. At this point we could go on to

identify the optimal profile. However. we
have chosen not to do so. Rather. in order to

ground our discussion before introducing the

swer to the foregoing two questions would
mean only that the underlying rate-rest
model could be applied now and that jobs
exist to which, in theorv. it tould usefully be
applied. There still remains the larger ques-
tion of whether the predicted change in the

level of trauma experienced by workers
would indeed materialize if the theoreticalls
optimal profile were to be put in place. We
Will speak to this larger question later in the
article.

The answer to the two questions raised in
this section will be developed within the con-
text of an actual manufacturing job for which
relevant ergonomic data are available.

Workery in the finishing area of a plant
were required to execute a large number of
high-force hand and wrist motions. This
number could on occasion exceed 600 mo-

tions per hour. The high repetition rate and
more theoretical work, we believe it is impor- high force appeared to be taking a toll on
tant to work through an.actual application._worker_productiv.its. considering that work-

Two questions become central from the
standpoint of applications First.une can ask
whether the current methods can ever be ap-
plied in practice. given that no estimates ex-
ist of the level of the critical cumulative
trauma associated with anv ene of the several
types of stress. The underlying concern moti-
vating this question is that the methods may
have to await the development of physiolog.
ical models of cumulative trauma in order to

be applied-that is. to identify the exact level
of the critical cumulative trauma. Second. as-
suming that the methods can be applied.one
can ask whether jobs exist in which the cur-
rent rate-rcst profile o could in principle be
replaced by an ahemative profile m' that both
reduces repetitive motion. disorders and in-
creases productivity. The underlying concern

motivating this question is that no jobs may
exist in which the rate-rest profile could prof-
itably be changed (perhaps because most
such jobs already have profiles that are opti-
mal or near optimal). Note that a positive an-

ers in the finishing area were increasingly re-
porting symptoms consistent with carpal
tunnel syndrome. DeOuervain s disease, and
tenosynovitis. Some of the incidents required
surgical intervention: others resulted in lost
time or empluvee attrition. The adverse im-
pact on productivity provided the stimulus
for management to seek solutions.

The Job

Four conveyor belts were m contmuous op-
cration. Two workers were stationed on ei-
ther side of a convevor beh. Each worker had .

to grab a handful of folded boxes off the line
and put these boxes intoa shipping container
(the grab-put stress imentl).The worker then

could take a serv brief pause (the grab-put re-
coverv imenell. followed bv another grab and

put. Measurement of the various durations
and leads of the grab-put stress intenal and
the grab-put recoverv interval occurred in
two stages.

The details of these measuremems do not
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bear directly on the current concems. so we
will note only that in the first stage, eight
different observations of the static grip.
strength were recorded concurrently with the
registration of muscle activity pattems in the
form of root mean square electromyographs
(RMS EMGs) for finger and wrist flexors and
extensors from both hands of four subjects.
The recordings were made before starting
work and after at least 6 h of work, in the
second stage, workers' hand movementi were
videotaped while on the job. Concurrently.

muscle activity pauems (RMS EMGs) were
recorded. Approximately 10 min of dynamic
data were collected from cach worker. The
measurements are fully documented in An-
dres and Fisher (1989).

Productirin

Repetirim Motion Disorders

Without more information it is not possible
either to determine how long the current job -
places the workers at risk for repetitive mo-
tion disorders or to identify the optimal rate-
rest profile.because little is knowri about the
level that the critical cumulative trauma ac-
tuallt assumes. However, in the current situ-
ation something can be teamed about this
level. In previous years workers in the finish-
ing aren had been given a 5-min break everv
½ h (instead of the current schedule. one 20-
min rest break everv 3 h). There was no luss in
workerproductivity auributable to repetitive
motion disorders. Assuming that workers
would have reported the occurrence of symp-

toms had thev indeed existed. the foregoing
description implies that. as a conservative es-
timate. the critical cumulative trauma was

The line is typically nm a,t 20 000 boxes per
hour. There are two workers per line. so each
worker handles 10 000 boxes in I h. The job
mas for 3 h. followed by an effective rest
break of 20 min (ß = 20). Thus a worker han-
dies.on average, about 30 000 boxes-W(w}-.
in the first 3 h 20 min. Each grab consists on
average of 50 boxes (L = 50). Thus the
worker makes approximately 600 grabs and
Puts (p = 1. c = 600) before the rest break

(Equation 6).
Discussion with workers and inspection of

production data indicated that L. the dura-
tion of the minimum stress imerval, was
about 5 s; that 4. the duration of the mini.
mum recoverv interraf. was about 5 s: and
that y, the duration of the minimum single
rest break. was about 30 s (though this was
relativels flexible). Thus in theorv production
could be increased to 54 000 boxes in one
moming shift. However, this increase in pro-
duction could well lead to a similar increase

in the incidence of repetitive motion disur-
ders. effectively offsetting the productivity
gains.

reached in 25 min. The estimate is a conser-
vative one because we do not know that the
incidence of repetitive motion disorders
would have increased had the line been run
faster. (Note that the assumption that work-

.ers wilLryport symptoms if thev occur mav
not always be a good one. given that a worker
might not assign a work-related cause to the
appearance of symptoms associated with a

repetitive motion disorder. In this case one
could use an estimate of the critical cumula-
tive trauma obtained from some other planL
where similar work was performed and
where it was reasonably safe to make the
aforementioned assumption.)

Given this information.one can easily solve
for a, the level of critical cumulative trauma.
The job is one that repeatedly stresses the
tendons.and thus we assume that the trauma
is best described by the viscoelastic model of

tendon strain developed by Goldstein (1981).
Onts the computations for the worker who
used only her right hand will be illustrated.

For this worker 2,. the average duration of the
grab.put stress interval. was 5 s and 2,, the .
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average duration of the grab-put recoverv in-

terval, was 13 s. Thus -. the length of one
work cvcle. is equal to 18 s. In addition, for
this worker the average load during the grab-
put stress interval was 15.366 kgf (33.875
pounds). and there was no load during the
. . interval.

We needed to transform the force .. d
by the EMG recordings into the actual load
on the tendons of the second digit because it
is this load that appears in Goldstein's equa-
tions. The transformation required multiply·
ing first by a factor of 4.32 (to obtain the force
on the tendon in a pinch grasp; see Chao.Op-
grande.and Axmear. 1976) and then by a fac-
torof 0.25 (to obtain.the load on digit two; see
Hazehon. Smidt. Flatt, and Stephens, 1973).
Doing such. 8, = 16.59 kgf. The load was re-
duced to zero in the work evele recoverv in-
terval, so that 6, = 6, = 16.59 kgf. To obtain
an estimate of an upper bound for the critical.
cumulative trauma. one has simply to muhi-
ply the numberuf work cycles in 25 min teon-
verted to seconds) times the net work cycle
cumulative trauma-(,(6,. :) - (,(ô,. 7,3.
where the first and second functions are ob-
tained. respectively, from Equations 1 and
2-and set this equar to a:

o =

,l25X60 ({t0.059)(5) e""" """"1
18

- (0.001e~'I'°' ' '*** "¾
48)

Doing these computations. one obtains a =

0.032746. The computations for the other
workers are simitar: ther vield a somewhat
higher a. The conservative estimate obtained
carlier (i.e.. the smallest estimate of al is the

- one used in the following computations.
Now that an estimate of a is available, one

can determine whether cumulative trauma in

the current profile rises above critical cumu.

lat ive trauma. As noted. 6, = 16.59. T. = 5. 6,

= 16.59.1, = 13.p = 1.and c = 600.Using
Equation 5, cumulative trauma f,(600.1) at
the end of the recoverv interval of the lasi
work cycle can be computed as follows:

r,(600.1) =

600(((0.059)(5)**e-"''' ""' '$
-11e•t0.0806xIJl-(O.0108)!!6.59)L

(9)

Solving for r,(600.1), one obtains 0135774.
which is more than seven times higher than
the critical cumulative trauma.

Next, consider an alternative profile that
satisfies the constraints on the various job pa-
rameters and in which the level of cumulative
trauma never rises above the critical cumu-
lative trauma. The details for producing such
a profile will be described in the next section,
but here it suffices to list the parameters: p =
26. c = 39. 2 = 3 h 20 min (12 000 s). ô, =
16.59 (remains unchanged), 7, = 5 (remains
unchanged). x, = 5.315, 2, = 59.25. 8, = 6,.
and by implication 8b = 0. Note that all the
requirements are satisfied.

First.p and c are integers arid p(cir, ÷ Q +
•.,) = 12 000 = T. Second, 2, a T. (because the
duration of the stress interval is not changedi,
2, a 7, = 5, and i > Tú = 30. We leave it to
the reader to show that cumulative trauma
rises to exactiv the critical level in one work
period and falls to zero during the rest break-
fin fact, it falls to zero in the first 51.58 s of
the rest break. a quantity that is computed
from knowledge of the. estimated a and the
recoverv interval and rest break trauma func-

tions).

We have succeeded in producing a profile
that satisfies the relevant job constraints
while keeping trauma below the critical level.
so we can now ask about the productivity as-
sociated with this profile. Significantly, the
productivity of this profile is 50 700 boxes, an
increase of 69% in the number of boxes han-
died using the current profile. In short, we
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mye produced for an actual manufacturing
ob a profile that, in theorv. reduces repeti-
ive motion disorders while increasing pro-

luctivity. Furthermore, we have produced
:his profile in the absence of estimates of crit-
.cal cumulative trauma. Finally. note that
:ven though the profile we produced is sensi-

tive to trauma. it leads to a level of produc-
tivity equal to fully 94% of the level achieved
by a profile thatis not sensitive to_trauma

(i.e.. 50 700 is approximately 944 of 54 000L

OPTIMAL RATE-REST PROFILE

critical cumulative trauma a. Because IVj -
1) = 0. Equation 5 can be wrinen more sim-

ply as:

Y (c.j) = cl{,(&,. I,) - (,(6,. x,)). = a. (11)

This last assumption is an anempt to balance
judiciously two needs the need to cominue
work as long as possible (given that in most
cases starting up a job will involve some
costs, which presumably are reduced as the

length of the work period is increased) and
the need to keep cumulative irauma at or be-
low the critical cumulative trauma (to keep

We have shown that when the critical cu-

mulative trauma is known (or can be esti-
mated), there exists for at least one real job a
rate-rest profile that increases productivity
and decreases repetitive motion disorders, h
can be shonin that for any given job there are
manv rate-rest profiles that have these two

red characteristics. At this point the
oder would probably like to know whether
there is one best such profile. That is, can it
be.determinedanalvtically which orofile (or

set of profiles) is optimal?

Feasible Rare-Rest Profiles

The set of profiles that could potentially

serve as the optimal profile must satisfy the
various job constraints defined earlier. In ad-
dition, we will need three more constramts.
First. .... that during the rest break the
cumulative trauma is reduced to zero:

repetitive motion disorders to a minimum).
Finalls, assume that 3 of the general job

parameters (r. a. ß). all of the stress imertal

parameters ti .14. s. A). 2 of the 3 recoverv
intervat parameters(:,.5,).and 2 of the 3 rest

break parametersta.Ocannot be modified.
Perhaps the only parameter that it may seem
we could modify. but have decided not to. is

2,. the duration of the stress imerval. We de-
cided not to modify this because we had no
was of knowing a priori whether employees

in ÈçÏariictilar job were working at their fast-
est during the stress interval. Thus our results
remain most general if we assume that the

duration of this intervat remains unchanged.
In order for the rate-rest profile to be con-
sistent with the above assumptions, the re-

maining parameters that we assume can be
modified-c, p, y and :s-must satisív the

following constraints:

max(0, c[f,(T,, 7,) - IA. Irll ¯ 'r "" . (121

(bíðr• b• Ir• TL)) = 0. 010) To a max(Ts. Is. BipÌ.

Note that this means that fb
Another way of stating this constraint is to
require thai the duration 7, of a single rest

break be arcater than is. the time to reduce

cumulative trauma from o to zero at the end
of the last work cycle recovers interval.

Second. assume that cumulative trauma
f/c. j) at the end of the last work cycle recos

ery interval of each work period jis equal to

p[dt, + 7,1 A Tal = T.

where p and c are integers. Note that only the
second inequality modifies inany way the job
constraints set out earlier in the article.

Any profile that satisfies the constraints in
Equations 1Al2 will be defined as a taasible
profile. Note again that the set of feasible rate-
rest profiles is confined to profiles that never
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lead to an increase in cumulative trauma 9).Suppose that the work cycle stress interval
above the critical cumulative trauma during is 2 units long ( = 2) and that the work cvcle

dents of repetitive motion disorders. this profile is positive and equal to 9 -

Regular Profdes (2XIX2 + 1) - 2 - i.If the jobwereoflength
We can now identify the optimal rate rest 8 or the minimum rest break were of length 3,

profile. This will depend in part on the char. then the slack would be zero, as can be con-

acteristics of the particular job under consihd- firN ider iad ilc tion of w*, the reg-

erati .a of¡ we want te ble p ofilee utar. feasible profile with the most efficient

breaks are i utical and f kni so a s a

rp r dau ed n nith qu k toir n r

a single work cyc e number of work per uds and rest breaks in

some o r profik-lea h the p duc du ati a f edco pond n sbs mpiv to

h nd ivit 01f profile lact divide th le 1 of c cunt I

h no slackthe above-mentioned imu. one work cycle. If the resuhing number is an1

dn cGo an t int n n he d

such that k[c'(x, + T i + ¡ and t -
breaks: - k[c*(T. + x*)]}ik. subject to i (x - Ac*(I

- pcts, + y ) - . (14) ÷ v')]ik > max(Ts, Is.g/p*}. Set p* = k and vi

For example, consider a job of length 9 (x = = rg. All other parameters in w* are set equa
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to the corresponding parameters in m. In
Lemma Al (Appendix A) we show that if e* is
a regular.feasible profile.then there exists no
other regular. feasible profile with a mun· ef-
ficient work cycle than f. In Theorem Al
(Appendix A). we show that if there is no slack
in a job.then the regular.fcasible profile with
the maximally efficient work cycle is the
most productive profile. (If w* is not a regu-
lar, feasible profile. alternative measures
need to be considered. These are discussed in
Appendix A.)

Examples. Two examples follow: one in
which a regular, feasible profile with the
.maximallv efficiem work evcle does not con·
tain slack and one in which it does. To begin.
consider a regular.feasible profile w that does
not comain any slack. Specifically, assume
that a = 100 and li = 200. Assume also that p
= 2.c = 100.4 = 1.7 = 800,1, = 2.x, = 2,
T, = 1,7, = I,th = ÎÛO.ig = 4Û.¶, = ÎÛÛ,

f.(4,.x,) = 2.f,th,,y,) = 1.and(A.bb•Ir•Ib
100. Now. consider the identification of the

most efficient regular, feasible pronle w*. Be.
cause agþ,. 6 ) - (,(1,.. 6,)] = 100, it follows

- -that c*-=-c and g = 1,. Furthermore, solving
forp* and t', we find p* = 2 and x* = 100. It
is easy to show that profile w* = m is both a
regular and a feasible one (Equations 10-12).
Thus, by Lemma A1.w* = m has a maximally
efficient work cycle. Furthermore. using
Equation 14. it can be shown that the stack.
Ta = 800 - (2Kl00)(2 + 1) - 200, is zero.
Thus, by Theorem Al. w' = e is the most
productive regular, feasible profile.

Next. consider a reguÏar profik u with a
naaximally efficiem work cycle that does con-
tain slack. As in the previous example. as.
sume that a = 100. ß = 200, p = 2, c = 100.
A. = l.: = 890.-, = 2.74 = 2.7, = 1. Te = l.
16 = 145, Ts = 40, -4 = 100, (,(5,, 2,) = 2.f,(E,,
°r) = 1. and (,(6,. 4. -,. -s] = 145. Then,
again. c' = c, 4 = T,. p' = p. and 4 = Tb-
Now.howeri·r.:* = ib = $4 (25Up Used to
100 in the previous example). The profile w*

= m is both a regular and a feasible one. Thus.

by Lemma Al. this profile has a maximally
efficiem work cycle. However. using Equa-

tion 14.it follows that the slack•Id *
2(100)(2 - 1) - 200. is positive and equal to
90. Thus the conditions of Theorem Al are not
satisfied. In fact.une can produce an alterna-
tive regular, feasible profile with a less than
maximally efficient work evele that is actu-
ally more productive. Construction of such a
profile is polemially instmctive.

To begin. note that the efficiency. E(w').of
the aforememioned maximally efficient. reg-
utar. feasible profile w* is 1 3 and the produc-
tivity. Wtm'). is 200. Now consider a second
regular profile-say. J-in which a = 100
and (1 = 200. Assume also that p' = 2. c'
110.:; = 1.0909.Tú= 105.(,(6,.x;)= 1.0909.
and ist&,. 6,, t;. 4) = 105 (all other parame-
ters remain unchanged). The slack in this
case is 10. The efficienev of the ahemative

profile W. E(i) = 11/34, is clearly smaller
than that of the most efficient profile w*.
Etw*) = 1/3. Furthermore, because the less
efficient profile is a feasible one. cumulative
trauma never rises above the critical cumu-
lative trauma. However. the productivity of
the attemative, less efficient profile W. W(d)
= 220. is clearly greater than the productiv-
ity of the most efficient profile w*, W(w*) =
200. Thus even if m* is a regular, feasible pro-
file with the most efficient work cycle, there
can still exist a more productive alternative
regular.feasibleprofile if the slack associated
with w* is positive.

Irregular Pmfiles

Given the foregoing, one is left wondering

how to idemiis the optimal profile when the
most efficiem regular profile contains slack.
Toward this end, we now want to address
jobs with irregular pmfiles. Specifically. we
define an irregular profile as a profile with p -
identical work periods and rest breaks and
one panial work period that begins at the end
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of the last rest break. A partial work period is
defined as a work period that consists of d
work cycles.0 « d a c, where d is an integer.

The constraints (Equations 10-12) defining
the set of feasible profiles must be changed
slightly when considering an irregular pro-
file. In particular, because the number of
work periods and rest breaks. is no longer

' identical, we need to change the expression in
Equation 12 for the duration of the job to in-
clude the addition of the partial work period.
Thus Equation 12 now reads:

2, a 2,, (15)

16 N m2X(Tg, Tg, $Íÿ ,

p[cts, + 1,) + vb s '

where p. c. and d are integers.
The efficiency of an irregular profile is com-

poted just as is the efficiency of a regular pro-
file (Equation i3). However. the slack is com-

. puted slighdy differemly because the slack
time is now filled with.d a 0 work cycles.
Specifically.

- d(:, + T,) - ß. I 16)

The reason for considering irregular pro-
files is straightforward. In particular. it can
be shown that such profiles are at least as
productive as regular profiles (Lemma Bl.
Appendix B). Suppose now that we define p'.

c'.:*. and:* for irregular. feasible profiles as
we did for regular..feasible profiles. Then it
can be shown that if the irregular, feasible

profile w* exists. it has the maximally effi-
cient work cycle (Lemma 82. Appendix B).
Finalls, it can be shown that m' is the most
productive irregular. feasible profile if there
is no slack (Theorem Bl. Appendix B).

Example. An example to illustrate the afore-

mentioned lemmas and theorem may prove
to be useful.Consider again a job in which the
regular profile e produces positive slack: a =
100. = 200, p = 2.c = 100. A = 1.: = 890.

1, = 2.7, = 2.x, = 1.4 = 1.Ib +Ib =

40. vs = 100. [,(6,. T,) = 2. f (6,. 2,) = 1. and
f,(Se, 6,, Tbs Ir) = 145. The slack in this case
equals 90. Now suppose.that we fill this slack
period with as many work cycles as possible
(d* = 30) and set p* = 2. c* = 100, :* = 1.
and 1; = 100. Assume fe,(6,. 6,. T*. T*) = 100.
Profile w* now forms an irregular, feasible
profile (Equations 10. 11. and 15). Thus, by
Lemma B2, the new irregular profile m' has a
maximally efficient work cvcle. Then, using
Equation 16 to compute the slack, this slack,
:* = 890 - (2)(100K2 + 1) - 30(2 + 1) -
200. is zero. Thus by Theorem Bl the irregu-
lar profile w* is the most productive one. Fi-
nally, by Lemma B1 there is no ahernative.
regular pmfile that is more productive.

DISCUSSION

Two important results have emerged.First,
profiles do exist that can both reduce repeti-
tive motion disorders and increase productiv-
ity. Such profiles exist not unty for simulated
jobs but for actual ones as well. Second,
among the set of profiles that minimize repet-
itive motion disorders and satisfy certain fea-
sibility constraints, it was possible to identify
the profile that maximized prod.uctivity.
Thus the goal of developing a procedure for
identifying the optimal rate-rest profile has
been achieved.

The success of the procedure depended on
three significant assumptions. First, it was
assumed that the critical cumulative trauma
was known or a conservative estimate could
be obtained. Although it is difficult to imag-
ine circumstances in which a conservative es-

timate could not be obtained, such circum-
stances could indeed arise. It is important to
generalize the procedures for reducing
trauma arid increasing productivity to situa-
tions for which the critical cumulative
trauma is not known. Second, it was assumed
that the job resulted in a slack of zero length.
This may be unrealistic in many situations.
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aus it is important to generalize the poce·
tres to situations in which there is a positive
ick. Third, it was assumed that the load
tring the work cycle stress interval re-

ained constant across changes in the rate of
ork. This assumption appears not to hold in

eme cases (Arndt. 198¾. and thus it is im-
artant to generalize the procedures to jobs
a which the load changes with changes in the

ork rate.

ritical Cumularisv Trauma: Nor Knouw

Sometimes the critical cumulative trauma
till not be known for a conservative estimate
annot be obtainedt. In such cases.suppose n
, possible to identify an ahernative profile-
ay, .---with the following two important

haracteristics. First. µ), the maximum cu-

Then, given what is known about the etiology
of repetitive motion disorders, it is reason-
able to assume that the number of such dis-
orders will be no larger with the altemative
profile than it is with the currem profile. This - ¡

number will be smaller it.in the current pro- I
file. the criticat level of the cumulative
trauma is exceeded.Otherwise.it will rentain

unchanged..
Decreases in repetiriin motion disorders.The .

question at this point is whether, when th¢

critical cumulative trauma is not known, a
procedure can be developed that functions

similarly to that developed when the critical
cumulative trauma is known. Specifically.
can a procedure be developed for idemilying

profiles when the critical cumulative trauma
is not known which keeps constant or reduces

nulative trauma of the altemative profile J.

s less than g(w). the maximum cumulative
rauma of the current profile m. Second,
,( the length of time in one work period

the following rest break that a tenden is
...etched above any given level y of the cu-
nulative trauma ty > 0) in the ahernative
profile V-is less than g(w). the length of
time in a work period and following rest

break that the tendon is stretched above the
same level y of the cumulative trauma in the,

current profile m. The y trauma time for pro-
file e-that is, I,(w)-will be measured from

the end of the first recovery imerval in which
.cumulative trauma rises above y until that
point in time when cumulative trauma dips
below y in the immediately succeeding rest

break.(Note that the y trauma time does not
change across work periods because we as-
sume that each work period consists of an

identical number of work cycles and that cu-
mulative trauma is reduced to tem in the in-
tervening rest breaks.)

Suppose that the above two conditions are

satisfied--that is. that

gty) < g(w), . (17)
til < i,(w). (18)

repetitive motion disorders and at the same
time either increases or does not change pro- - i
ductivity? Consider first a procedure for iden-

tifying profiles that keep constant or reduce
repetitive motion disorders and do not
change productivity.

To keep things simple, we will constrain
our search to quasi.feasible profiles. A quasi-
JeSible profile is defined as a (rigù!är or ir·
regular) profile that satisfies the constraints
in Equations 10 and 12 or Equations 10 and
15.(Equation 11 and the quantity Tç, in Equa-
tions 12 and 15 are excluded because a is not
known.) Iri.certain situations intuition sug-
gests that quasideasible pmfiles can be con-

structed so that the maximum cumulative
trauma g(w) and the y trauma t¡me g(m) can
be «duced for all y > 0 without decreasing
productivity. For exarnple.consider a profile.
o with one work period ( a single period pro-

file). one rest break, and c > 1 work cycles.
Then, the single period profile o can some-
times be changed imo an ahernative muki-
ple-period. quasi-feasible profile i in which
the only parameters that change are p' (> 11.

c' (< c), and a ( = WPT
For example, a single-period. regular.
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quasi-feasible profile w with ß = 100, p = 1,
c = 100.Y = 400,7, = 2.Y, = 2,1, = 1.1, =
1. Tb = 100. Tr, = 25.lith .7,) = 2, [,(8,, 2,) =
1. and fetô,.ôs.x,,4) = 100 can be changed
imoa multiple-period, regular, quasi-feasible
profile with p' = 2. c' = 50. vi, = 50. and
(bíEr•Ôb•Tr.fi,) = 5Û (BlÌ Other param¢terS and.
values of the relevam functions remain un-
changed). A cursors inspection indicates that
the maximum cumulative trauma (50) and
the y trauma time of the multiple-period pro.
file m' are each less than, respectively, the
maximum cumulative trauma (100)and the y
trauma time of the single-period profile w for
all y > 0. For exaniple, for y = 50, t,(w') = 0
and I,(w) = 200. Thus the multiple-period
profile should keep constant or reduce repet.
itive motion disorders.

More generally. by modifying p. c.and i.it
should be possible to derive multiple-period.
quasi-feasible profiles from single-period.

-4"asimfeui,ble.profiles that-keep constarit or
reduce repetitive motion disorders while
leaving the productivity unchanged. In fact,
it can be shown that such is the case (Theo-
rem Cl. Appendix C). In addition.one can ask
whether there is a muhiple-period. quasi-
feasible prufile that reduces the incidence of
repetitive motion disorders at least as much
as everv other multiple-period. quasi-feasible
profile. We show that there is such a profile
(Carollarv CI, Appendix C) and that it is
equal to that profile which both minimizes c
and satisfies Equations 10 and 12 flerreuular
profiles) or Equations 10 and 15(for irregular
profiles).

Increases in productivity.We argued in the
previous paragraphs that if the current pro-
file was a single-period. multiple-cycle,
quasi-feasible profile (i.e..p = 1. c > 11. then
a multiple-period profile (p > l. c' < c. y =

p°) derived from it would yield the same
productivity. We assume that both the dura-

tion of the work cycle recoverv interval and

the slack remained unchanged in the multi.
ple-period profile. However. there is no a pri-
ori reason to keep them as is. In fact, there
may be good reasons to change them because
decreasing the duration of the work cycle re-
coverv interval can sometimes increase pro.
ductivity.aswe demonstrated in the previous
sections. Thus the question to ask at this
point is whether a procedure can be devet.
oped that identifies a multiple-period profile
a that increases productivity and keeps con.
stant or decreases repetitive motion disorders
when either the duration of the work cycle
recovery interval or the slack is no longer the
same as it was in the associated single-period
Wofile.Unfortunately.we have not been able
to generate an analytic procedure that per-
mits us to proceed nith the identification.
Clearly more work is needed.

Positive Slack

We have shown in Theorems At and B1
how to minimize repetitive motion disorders
and maximize productivity when the curitu-
lative trauma is known and there is no slack.
We have shown in Theorem Ci how to mini-
mize repetitive motion disorders when the
cumulative trauma is not known and there is
for is not) slack. The following shows what to
do when the cumulative trauma is known and
there is positive slack.

When the cumulative trauma is known.
there must be a finite number of regular, fea-
sible profiles because c (the number of work
cycles) and p (the number of periods) are both
finite. and because the two remaining param-
eters (7,. and 10 that varv across profiles are
determined by the value of c and p. Further-
more. because the number of regular. feasible
profiles is finite when the cumulative trauma
is known. it is possible to search exhaustively .
through such profiles for the optimat one. The
scarch can easilv be automated on the com-
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puter. A similar argumem applies to irregu-

lar, feasible profiles.

Variable-Stress Interval Load

it has been assumed throughout that the
effective load remained constant during the

work cvcle stress.imerval. However. Arndt
(1987) has reported that forces can actually
increase as the work rate increases. For ex-
ample, the resuhs frori EMG recordings of
one worker indicate that a 10% increase in
speed produced a 38% increase in pinch force.
Although important. this finding may not
easily generalize to jobs other than the one
Amdt analvred. First. the workers were pro-
ducine at verv close to their maximum speed
(one part evers u si. The observed increase
in forces with increases in work rate might
not have been noted had the workers been
working at a more relaxed pace. Secund. the
workers were paid on an incemise basis. This
may inflate the importance to the worker of

the relative speed of production, producing
more tension than otherwise might be the
case. Consistent with this hypothesis. Arndt
found that incmases in EMG were observed
when workers were asked to speed up produc-
tion even when no objective change in work
rate was recorded. Also, decreases in EMG

were observed when workers were asked to
slow production, again even when no change
in the objective work rate was recorded.

In situations in which one suspects that the
effective load in the work cycle stress interval
will increase with increases in work rate. a
conservative course of action is recom-
mended. Specifically..assume that the cur-
rent job has one work period and one rest
break. Then cumulative trauma will be re-
duced and the productivity left unchanged if
a multiple-period profile is used in place of
the current single-period profile (Theorem
Cl). A more aggressive approach (one that

both decreases repetitive motion disorders

and increases productivity) could be taken if
one knew how the effective load changed with

the rate of work. However.a discussion of this
approach is beyond the scope of this article.

Verification

Finally, it is necessarv to say something

about the steps one can take to verify our
mudet. Because something is known about
the relation between the particular charac-
teristics of a job. tendon strain. and tendini-
tisitenosvnovitis. we will confine our remarks
to jobs in which this relation holds. For any
given level a of the critical cumulative
trauma. it is possible to compute the y (= al
trauma time using Goldstein s (1981) equa-
tions. Given other work in spidemiology. it is
not unreasonabk to assume that a logistic-

response relationship exists between the y

trauma time g(e) and the probabilityp that a
worker dekelops svmptoms of tendinitis and
or tenosynovitis, where p = explße +
ßñímil:ll + expf0e - ß (w)]}. This critical
additional step makes it possible to fit the

model to data from current and future epi-
demioloeical studies. Anv of a number of
measures could then be used to determine
the relative goodness of the resulting fit. Pre-
liminarv work is now under wav.

CONCLUSION

Repetitive motion disorders create real
hardships both for employee and employer.
Remedies now exist that can be used on some
jobs. but not all. These reniedies require the
redesign of the job or the inuuduction of job
aids. An alternative remeds was discussed

here. Specifically. it was shown that one
could achieve a reduction in repetitive mo-
tion disorders by imroducing a multiple-
period profile m' in place of a single-period
profile m. Most importam, the consuuction of

thesnuhiple-period profile did nut dependen
knowledge of the critical cumulative trauma.
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on the absence of slack, or on the effective
load remaining constant across changes in
the work rate. The muhiple-period profile re-
quired merely the introduction of p" rest
breaks each of length pp"(Theorem C1).

If. in addition to reducing the cumulative
trauma, one wanted to minimize such disor-
ders and also increase production, additional
constraints would need to be imposed. First,
if the critical cumulative trauma is known (or
a conservative estimate can be obtained). if
there is no slack, and if the load remains un-
varying across changes in the work rate, then

it is possible to identify analytically the rate-
rest profile that reduces repetitive motion
disorders to a minimum and maximizes pro-
ductivity (Theorems Al and St). Second. if
the critical cumulative trauma is known (or a
conservative estimate cart be obtained), if
there is positive slack.and if the load remains
unvarving across changes in the work rate.
then it is possible to identify by enumetation
the rate-rest profile that reduces repetitive
motion disorders to a minimum and maxi-
mizes productivity. Third. if the critical cu-
mulative trauma is not known.then the rate-
rest profile that minimizes repetitive motion
disorders and keeps productivity constant
can be identified (Corollarv C1); however..it is
not possible (currently) to identify those p>
files that both reduce repetitive motion dis-
orders and increase productivity.
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APPENDIX A:
THE OFTIMAL REGULAR PROFILE

to rise most quickly to the critical cumulative
trauma and < is the duration of the corre-
sponding recovery interval. Furthermore, p*
is set equal to the largest integer k such that
k[c'(t, + :*) + ig) = :, :* = (x - k(c'tt, ÷
g)))/k. and t* > max(Tr,, -y,, yk). Finally, vg is
set equal to it. Now. consider the profile w*
consisting of p', c*, 4. vi, and the corre-
sponding parameten in m. Then.

Lemma AI: Ifa* is a regular, feasible profile
derived as above, then there exists no other TEg•
utar. feasible profile rhar has a more efficient
work cvcle than does m*.

To begin, we need to make clear our nota-
tional conventions. Recall that it is assumed
that when explicitly comparing two profiles,
the parameters a, gi. v.8,.7,, 7,, A,, 8,, 9,, and
$6• Ib, 24. Ty,. do not change. Thus. for exam-
ple, if we were comparing two profiles-w*
and ¿-a would appear everywhere we
would have wrinen a* or a'. respectively.
Furthermore. note that unless stated other-
wise.it is assumed that the trauma functions
as given in Equations 1-3 remain constam
across changes in profiles. Thus, for example,
((5,, 1,) = (,(8,.:,), where (,(5,.1,) is given in
Equation 1.

Proof Suppose that there exists some other

regular, feasible profile-say. J-that is
more efficient than m*. Then it follows from
Equation Ï 3 that / must satisív the following
inequality: 2, < < < :*. By definition, c* is
the smaltest integer that causes cumulative
trauma to rise to a. Therefore, if i is a feasi·
ble profile, c" > c*. By Equation 11. c"(f,(4,.
7,) - [,(br. ()] = a. However. because we as-
sume monotonicity of the recovery interval
trauma function, this implies (> ?, a con-
tradiction.

In this appendix we prove that the regular.
feasible profile with a maximally efficient
work cvcle is the most productive regular.

feasible profile if it contains no slack. To be-
gin, recall that c* is set equal to the number
of work cveles that causes cumulative trauma

For any given job, there are many different
profiles that have a maximally efficient work
cvele-that is, that have a number c of work
cycles equal to c* and-a duration 2, of the
recoverv interval equal to x*. Not all of these
pofiles will be equally productive. However.
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if there is nu slack in the profile. then we have
the profile for which we have been marching.
Specifically.

Theorem AI: Ifw* is a regular. feasible pro.
file.if it has the nuuimally«IÏìcient uork cycle.
and if there is no slack in the job. then w* is the
most productive regular. (easible profile.

Proof. Rearranging Equation 14. since the
slack p = 0, the duration of profile w*can be
written as the sum:

- = p*c'(t, + 7 ) É. (At)

Consider some other profile. w . which has a
less than maximally efficiem work cycle.
Suppose that the number of work periods is
equal to p' - p and the number of work ey-
cles is equal toc' + c Furthermore.suppose
that the duration of the recoverv imerval is
equal to + 5. where 8 must be positive be-

'se, by assumption. the work cycle effi-
.ncy of profile.w' is less than that of pro-

file m'.
In order for the profile w' with the less ef-

ficient work cycle to be more productive, two
conditions must be satisfied. First. profile m'
must be completed in a period equal to 7, or,
rearranging Equation 14:

(p* - p'1(c* ÷ c'XL + :* + 6)

1;. ß > 0. (A2)

Substituting for i from Equation AI. we ob-
tain:

(P - p Xc* ÷ c'KT, + t* + ô) + Ti + ß
= p'c'(1, + 1,*) ÷ ß.

This constraim can be rewritten as follows:

p*c - (p*c - p c' - p'c')ft, + :* * 6)
+ Ti = 0.

Note that this constraint can be satisfied on-
It if:

PY -pc* -pc'<0.

or.

(p* - p') < p'c'.

Second. the number ti'(e ) of goods pro-
duced using profile m' must be greater than
the number Itim') goods poduced using pro.
file w*. Substituting from Equation 6 and
canceling. we obtaiti:

(p' - p líc* + c') > p*c*. (A3)

Note that this constraint can be rewritten as
follows:

Clearly Equations A2 and A3 impose incom-
patible constraints. Thus. if w' is a regular.
feasible profile with the maximally efficiem
work cycle and if m' contains no slack. then
there does not exist an ahernative regular.
feasible profile that is more productive.

Note that in some cases there mav not exist
a regular. feasible profile associated with a

particular job. There are two possibilities.
First, this would happen if the job were rela-
tively short and the trauma increased veg

little from cycle to cycle, never approaching
the critical level. Second. assuming that the

. critical level was reached.then too little time
may be available during the succeeding rest
break either to retum cumulative trauma to
zem or to spend the required time (li) in the
one rest break. In both cases the profile that

minimizes repetitive motion disorders and
maximizes productivity is casily identified.
We leave this as an exercise for the reader.

APPENDIX B:
THE OPTIMAL IRRECULAR PROFILE

In this appendix we prove that the irregu-
1ar.feasibk profile with a ma.simally efficient
work cvcle and no slack is more productive
than are all other regular or irregular feasibk
profiles. To begin. we show that irregular
profiles are at least as productive as regular
profiles:

Lenmia BI: The productivity of an irregular.
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Ioasible pollie will always be at least as great as
the productivity of the regular. feasible profile
from which it is derived.

Proof. In order to substantiate this last
claim.one needs only to considcr the slack in
regular and irregular profiles. Nothing is pro-
duced during the slack period of the regular
profile. However, this slack can be filled bv d.
O « de c, work cycles in an irregular profile.
Thus, as claimed, an irregular profile is at
least as productive as a regular profile.

Given that it makes good sense to.consider
irregular profiles, the same question can be
asked of irregular profiles that was asked of
regular profiles. In particular, one can iden-
tify the irregular profile with the most effi-
ciem work cycle..This we do in the following
lemma. where p', c'. C. and T' are defined
here as they were for regular profiles:

mma B2: Ifw' is an irregular. feasible pro-

Ille derived as above.then there exists no other
irregularprofile-sharkas-a-moretfficielitnik
cvcle than does m'.

Proof The proof is similar to the one
given for Lemma Al and se need not be re-
peated here.

Again. as for regular profiles. there are a
number of irregular profiles that have the
maximally efficiem work cycle. We are imer-
ested in only one of these profiles. Specifi-
callv.

Tlrecrem BI: lí m' is an irregular, jensible
profile. if it has the maximally etficiem nork
cycle.and ifthere is no slack in the job. then w'
is the most productim irregular.jeasibleprofile.

Proo(Rearranging Equation 16.given that
the stack :J = 0. the duration of profile m'
can be written as the sum:

T = p*c'(I, + L') - d*(t, + 7 ) + À. (Bli

As with Theorem AI. two constraims must be
satisfied by any irregular profile--say, m'-
that is less efficiem and more productive than
profile w*,

First. the time to complete profile m' must
be equal to the time to complete w*:

(p* - p') (c* + c') (x + :* + 6) ÷

dTL÷T'+6 -r;+Ò
= p*c*(t, + x ) + d*(7, ÷ x*) + g

Second, the productivity of profile m' must be
greater than that of profile w*:

(p* - p'Xc* + c') + d' > p*c* + d*. (gg)

h is easy to show that these two constraints
quickly lead to a contradiction. Thus there
exists no irregular, feasible profile m' that is
more productive than m'.

APPENDIX C:
QUASI-FEASIBLE PROFILES

In this appendix we identify the multiple-
pi•riod.quasi-feasible profile that will reduce
repetitive motion disorders at least as much
as all other multiple-period. quasi-feasible
profiks identical to some singk·period, mur-
tiple-cyck quasi-feasible profile in all. re-
spects except for p'. c'. and TL. To begin, we
show that any multiple-period. quasi-fcasible
profile derived from a single-period. multi-
ple-cyck. quasi-feasible profile will keep con-
stant or reduce the incidence of repetitive
motion disorders and kave unchanged the
productivity:

Theorem CI: Lei e be a single-period multi-
ple-cvcle.quasi-jeasible protìIe (p = 1, c > I.d
> 0) and let m' be a multiple-periodprolile (p' >
I .c' a 1) derived from the single-periodpro[ile

bychangingonlyp.c,ands.where:L=¾/p'.
If w' is quasi-feasible, then m' will keep can-
stant or decrease repetitive motion disorders

and leave productivity unchanged if the time
that it takes the trawna to increase to the crit·
ical level after the rest break using profile o' is
greater than the time it takes the trauma tode·
crease to cero after the work period ends.
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Proof. To begin.consider the claim that re-
petitive motion disorders will remain con-
stant or decrease. This claim will be true if

Equations 17 and 18 are satisfied. By assump-
tion, p'> p and c < c. By assumption fatj) =
0, j > 0, so this implies that the maximum
cumulative trauma under the multiple-
period profile. g(w'). is strictly less than the
maximum cumulative trauma. g(w). under
the single-period profile (Equation 7). Thus
the first condition is satisfied.

Now consider the second condition. Sup-
pose some level y of cumulative trauma is
chosen which is greater than the maximum
cumulative trauma g(V) of the multiple-
period profile and less than or equal to the
maximum cumulative trauma gMof the sin-

gle-period profile. Then, because the trauma
of the multiple-period profile never rises
above y but the trauma of the single-period

file does. the second condition is satisfied.
yppose instead that some level of trauma y
is chosen that is less than or equal to the max-
.imum.cumulatire_trauma g(w') of the multi-
ple-period profile. In the first work period of
the multiple-period profile m'. the y trauma
time r,(W) of this profile will be the same as
the y trauma time r,(m) of the single-period
profile m. However, as soon as the first work
Periodends.cumulative trauma will drop be-
low y at some point in the rest break of the
multiple-period profile m'. whereas the
trauma will continue to rise above y in the
single-period pmfile m. Thus for each suc-
ceeding work period of profile m'. the cumu-
lative trauma in profile w will be above y for
a time equal to r(y,) + s(y,). where t(yg rep-

resents that time that it takes the cumulative
trauma to reach the level y (for both profiles

e and w') and fly,) represents the time that
elapses between the point at which y is first
reached and the end of the work period (i.e..
the beginning of the rest break) in the multi-
ple-period profile w'. Set t(y,) equal to the
time that it takes the trauma using profile m'

after the work period ends to decrease to y.
Then.in profile e the time i,(m.1) spem above
y in one work period of w' (c' cycles of a and

e ) is equal to the sum fly,) + fly,). In profile
m'. t,tm'.1) = ity,) + rtyst. Therefore r,tu.1) >
r,(w'.1) if t(y,) > ity,l. Given trauma functions

such as those found in the box factorv. the
last assumption would appear to be reason-
able. For example, in the box factorv rty,) =
410.7 5 and t(yy) < 56.69, .

Next.consider the claim that productivity
remains unchanged. By assumption, for reg·

ular profilespTc'tt + 41 - TL) = p[cir, ÷ x )
+ ). Because vi = :bp and p . = 1. this
implia p'c' = pc. which in turn implies that
the productivity of the single- and muhiple-
period profiles are identicaL The proof for ir-
regular profiles is similar.

This completes the proof of Theorem C1.
One can ask at this poim whetheror not there

is a best or optimal profile when the current
profile is a single.period. muhiple-cycle,
quasi-feasible profile. the cumulative trauma
is not known, and the productivity is to re-
main unchanged. In this context. by optimal
profile we mean the multiple-period. quasi-
feasible profile that reduces the y trauma
time at least as much as any other profile. We
can show how to identify this profile in cer•
tain limited situations:

Corollare CJ: Let a he a single-period. muhi-
ple-crcle, quasi.feasible profile and let m' be a
muhiple-period potìIe derived from the single-
periodprojile by chmiging p.c.and p, such that
r¿ = p/p' and c' is minimized. If m' is quasi-
feasible, then the mukiple-period pmfile m' will

reduce repetitive motion disorders at least as
muck as will the single-period profile from
uhich it is derived and any other profile ." de-

rived in a like momer where c" > c .
Proon A formal proof of this claim will be

only sketched here; the details can easily be

filled in by the reader. Briefly. by Theorem
Cl. the muhiple-period profile w° reduces re-
petitive motion disorders when compared
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with the single-period profile from which it is
derived. Thus we need only to compare the
multiple-period profile m' with other multi-
ple-period profiles derived in a like manner.

Two possibilities present themselves: ei-
ther the maximum cumulative trauma of pro-
file m' is greater than a or it is less than or
equal to a twe cannot tell which because. by

assumption, a is unknown). Assume that it is
greater than a. Then, because profile m' min-
imizes the maximum cumulative trauma
(i.e.. because c' is the smallest integer that
satisfies the relevant constraints), the maxi-
mum cumulative trauma of any other profile
w" must be greater than that of profile af. Fur-
thermore, by Theorem C1 the y trauma time
of profile m' must be less than the y trauma
time of profile m. Assume instead that the
maximum cumulative trauma of profile m' is
less than or equal to a. Then profile m' mini-

-mites repetitive motion-disorders. There may
exist other profiles that also minimize such
disorders, but they can produce no greater

reduction than does profile w . This com-
pletes the sketch.
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Active Click: Tactile Feedback for Touch Panels
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ABSTRACT
"Active Click" is a new interface mechanism for addling tac-
tile feedback to touch panels. A small actuator is anached to
a body of PDA or the backside of a touch panel. The tactile
feedback, created by driving the actuator with a short pulse,
is perceived by the grasping hand or tapping finger-tip when
the panel is rapped. Active Click is effective in improving the
input speed of touch panel operationespecially in noisy situa-
nons. Active click is also useful for large touch panel devices
such as public information terminals orATMs.

Keywords
touch panel, click, PDA, interface device

INTRODUCTION

Touch panel displays are commonly used for PDAs because
they are suitable for graphical and direct operation, and dis-
play size can also be increased through the deletion of key-
board buttons. However, ordinary touch panel devices fail to
achieve comfortable and accurate operation because they do
not provide the clickfeel whentapping. In many cases, a short
beep sound is used to simulating the tactile click. However,
this mechanism has many problems; forexample, input mode
(tactile tapping) differs from output mode (audible beep), and
the beep sound may not be heard in noisy situations such as
outdoor use.

"UnMouse"[1] is one solution for adding tactile feedback to
touch panels. It uses the whole touch panel as a large push
switch, however, nimble operation is difEcult because the in-
ertia of the push switch is large. '¾ Click"[2] places trans-
parent switch mechanisms over the display panel. The mov-
able parts are small enough to operate airily, but switch posi-
tion and display design are restricted.

CONCEPT

"Active Click" is a new mechanism that allows any touch
panel device to provide tactile feedback. An actuator (elec-
tric to vibration transducer) is attached to a body of the PDA
or the backside of the touch panel (Figure 1). When tac-

Figure 1: Example of actuator mounting
Puning actuator on the back panel of PDA.

v vvv
single Puise shon surst

Figure 2: Example of driving signal for clickfeet
fo = natural fmquency of the actuator.

tile feedback is desired such as tapping action by finger-tip,
a short pulse signal is supplied to the actuator for making the
actuator vibrate. The vibration is conveyed to the grasping
hand or tapping finger-tip.
One commonly used vibrating device is a small rnator that
rotates an eccentrically weighted shaft. This approachcannot
offer subtle control; only continuous vibration is well gen-
erated such as silent alarm of cellular phones. On the other
hand, the structure of Active Click's actuator' is similar to a
magnetic speaker, and delicate control is possible. For exam-
ple, clickfeelis expressed by adding a single pulse or a short
burst signal (Figure 2). Large vibration levels can be ob-
tained using a smati amplitude input sígnal if the pulse width
or signal frequency equais the naturalfrequency of the actua-
tor. In addition, the actuator can be used as speaker if the in-
put signal contains audible frequency range. Therefore. both
tactile feedback and audible output can be generateci fromjust
one device.

SOKIN MultiActor" (hnp:Awww.tokin.com)

© Copyright on this material is held by
the Author(s).
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PDA Body

\l

(a) Body mounted actuator for PDA.
Tactile information is conveyed to grasping hand.

PDA \|

(b) Panel mounted actuator for PDA.
Tactile informatica directly reaches tapping finger-tip.

Display Panel

Public Irtformatlan Terminal

(c) Panel mounted actuator for large display.
Large or multiple actuators are used.

Figure 3: Mechanism of Active Click

VARIATION
Active Click has several variations according to the attach-
ing position of the actuator. Figure 3-(a) shows the body
mounted actuator for PDAs. Tactile feedback is conveyed
to the grasping hand. Large feedback can be achieved with
small amplitude input signal by attaching the actuator to the
contact position of the grasping hand. Utis style is suitable
for PDAs that requires low power operation.
Figme 3-(b) shows the panel mounted actuator for PDAs.
The actuator is attached to the backside of the touch panel
display. Tactile feedback is conveyed to the tapping fmger-
tip directly, so this style can express most natural click feel.
However, power consumption is higher since the whole touch
panel must be vibrated.
Figure 3-(c) shows the panel mounted actuator for large dis-

Esur Bus

Operslinni ime is asadanizedu 85.500% for each

50

as es au en

Figure 4: Time to perform calculating task.
Active Click is effective in reducing operation time.

plays such as public information terminals or ATMs. In this
case, power consumption is insignificant therefore adequate
tactile feedback can be realizedby using large or multiple ac-
tuator(s).

EVALUAffDN
Simple calculation taska was set to verify Active Click's per-
formance. Palm compatible PDA* and Palm-OS standard
Calcularar application were used in the evaluation. Both op-
eration time and correct answer rate were measured using ei-
ther Active Click feedback (body mounted actuator) or or-
dinary beep feedback. Two noise levels" were set to check
the influence of environmental noise. Four situations ( (BS):
Beep&Silent, (CS]: rn:^* ilent, {BN)• Beep&Noisy and
(CN]: Click&Noisy ) were tested for each subject. Presen-
tation order was randomized to eliminate any leamingeffect;
the number of subjects was 10.
DiŒerence in operation time is shown in Figure 4'. This
graph shows that Active Click can reduce the operation time
by about 5% (in silent situation) and 159'o (in noisy situa-
tion)"

-.., ..,,SION
Active Click can improve the usability of touch panels, espe-
cially in noisy situation, even though its mechanism is simple
and easily implemented in ordinary PDAs. We are planning
to create various tactile information by controlling the actu-
ator's input signal, and to handle the feedback position by
using plural actuators.

REFERENCES
{1] "UnMouse" by MicroTouch Systems Inc.

(http:Hwww.microtouch.com]
[2] "CC Click" by IDEC Corp. [http:Hwww.idec.com]

"One question: adding 5 pairs of 4-digit numbers. 20 questions in one
task.

"WG Pro (httpd/www.trgnet.com]
"40dB(A) corresponds to a silent room, and 70dB(A) corresponds to an

urban street. Pink noise was used as the signal source.
'Operation time was standardized as (BS) = 100% foreach subject.
"No significant difference was observed in the correct answer rate.

122 05 2001
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ABSTRACT

', really wearable input device "FingeRing" is developed for coming wearable PDAs. By attaching ring shaped sensors
on each finger, many commands or characters can be input by finger-tip typing action. "FingeRing" can be used on any
typing surface such as a knee or desk, so quick operation is realized in any situation while standing or walking. To
improve wearability, a very small, ultra low power wireless transmitter is developed that uses the human body as part
of an electric circuit. "Direct Coupling" method enables stable communication even when body contacts any grounded
surface. A new symbol coding method that combines order and chord typing is also proposed, and useful typing
patterns are chosen by typing speed evaluations. Expert users of musical keyboards can input 52 different symbols at
speeds ofover 200 symbols per minute by using the combination of FingeRing and the new coding method.

Keywords

wearable computer, PDA, interface device, input device, keyboard, PAN, BodyNet, FingeRing.

© Copyright ACM 1997
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Body coupling
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WIRELESS FINGERING
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TX hatte charging
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CHORDING MRTHOD
Orderly typing chord input
Typing speed eVR!Hation
Efficiency of the coding method
Separation of simultaneous and orderly typings
S.ymbol table assänment
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INTRODUCTION

The main reason for carrying a PDA is immediate access to information whenever desired. We want to carry
information not a machine. Existing PDAs are much bigger and heavier than the information within them. However,
PDAs become smaller and lighter given the progress in semiconductor technology. PDAs will be worn as accessories
one of these days. The question is how to operate them.

Many concepts and prototypes of wearable computers have been proposed and partly developed. However, small
interface devices suitable for wearing have not been well researched. Apple computer announced an image model of a
wearable MacintoshÏl J; a small wrist mounted trackball was used as its input device. The wearable computer project of
MIT used a grip type chord keyboard(21, and some PDAs use miniaturized full or ten-digit keyboards. These interface

vices depend on the physical size of the operative organ such as the human hand or finger. For instance, a keyboard
whose key pitch is less than 14mm has lower input speed, higher fatigue levels and higher input error than the standard
size keyboard[3J. Therefore, there is a trade-off between portability and usability. In other words, it is difficult to
miniaturize ordinary interface devices without sacrificing their ease of operation. For the coming wearable PDAs, we
think that specially designed interface devices that can be highly miniaturized are needed.

Glove or fingerstall style virtual keyboards which detect bending or typing action of fingers by sensors mounted at joint
or tip of fingers, have been proposed(4) [5J. These systems seem suitable for wearable use because they do not require
a key-top or key-pad. However, they cause trouble in daily life operation because they cover the finger-tip which has
the highest tactile sensitivity or hand by sensor or glove. A virtual keyboard for a daily use wearable PDA should not
cover the finger-tip or hand.

Considering these situations, we described an interface device which is suitable for wearable computers, and developed
the FingeRing system[§]Í.7], which is a "ring" shaped full-time wearable keyboard (Figure 1) . Users can input
commands and characters by finger-tip typing actions on any support surface such as a knee or desk whenever desired.
The small sensors do not cover finger-tips, so wearing such devices does not hinder our daily life.
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Figure 1: Sensor part of FingeRing (wired version).
Detectingfinger-tip typing actions by accelerometer.

FingeRing does not requires a particular space to be tapped by fingers such as a key-top or a key-pad, so usability does
not worsen with miniaturization. However, the current FingeRing needs a direct electrical connection from the sensors
on each finger to the symbol generator placed on a wrist. Even if the sensors and symbol generator are greatly
miniaturized, the wire connection causes inconvenience in daily use. For example, the wires are frequently twisted and
become tangled. Therefore, to realize truly wearable devices, we must establish wireless communication between the
sensors and the symbol generator module. This paper compares several very short range, ultra low power wireless
communication methods for their application to FingeRing. We choose the method called "Body Coupling" which uses
the human body as an electric wire. We discuss the problems encountered in applying the body coupling method to
FingeRing and propose "Direct Coupling" as a solution.

FingeRing is a kind of "chord" input keyboard, which makes symbols such as command or character through
ambinations of simultaneously typed fingers. Some chord keyboard systems have been proposedLl_01, but these

systems tend to adopt useless (= hard to type) chord patterns to represent many symbols with one stroke typing actions.
We propose a new coding method that combines of order and chord typing actions to increase the number of
representable symbols without sacrificing input speed.

FINGERING

FingeRing is a prototype of a full-time wearable device for the input of commands and characters. A small
accelerometer is worn on the base of each finger to detect the typing shocks generated by tapping the finger on any
typing surface such as the thigh, knee or desk (called "finger-tip typing"). Commands and characters are generated
from combinations of finger-tip typing actions. Each accelerometer is small and the finger-tip is not covered so they
can be worn continuously in everyday life without trouble. In addition, no take-up action is needed for use, so
immediate start of operation is possible.

Detection of finger-tip typing

Acceleration by finger-tip typing conveys from the finger tip to the sensor which is mounted on the base of typed
finger. The acceleration is called "Self typing". However, the acceleration of the other fingers is also received by the
same sensor; this is a type of cross-talk. Therefore, it is necessary to isolate the intended typing acceleration from the
others. Figure 2 shows the frequency distribution of accelerometer output. Five subjects ( 154cm to 190cm in height)
mounted accelerometers on the bases of their five fingers, and made finger-tip typing actions on a desk ( reflects
"Hard" typing surface ) and on a thigh ( reflects "Soft" surface ). Figu_t:el indicates that the self-typing and cross-talk
signals have an amplitude difference of about 10 to 15 dB in the frequency area around 90Hz. Thus, a sharply carved
land Pass Filter (BPF), which passes only frequencies around 90Hz, can be used to eliminate the cross-talk regardless

of typing surface stiffness. The example of BPF (24dB/Oct) setting is also shown in Fi.gure 2. To be accurate, the filter
property should different for each finger, but a simple resonance type BPF which has center frequency of90Hz and Q
(Quality factor: Sharpness of resonator) = 6 can be applied to all fingers.
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